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Abstract
A spinel oxynitride material in the form M3NO3 (M = B, Al, Ga, or In) is considered to be
derived from a reaction of the form MN + M2O3→M3NO3. Various possible phases of MN
and M2O3 that could lead to M3NO3 oxynitride spinel material have been considered in the
work. The structural, electronic, elastic properties and the relative stabilities of the bulk and
the nature of the resulting vacancies or defect-related properties of these oxynitride spinel
structures are investigated using ab-initio or first principles electronic structure methods
based on density functional theory (DFT). The bulk oxynitride spinel structure containing
B and Al atoms exhibit higher resistance to compression and shear than those containing Ga
and In atoms and therefore, these are suggested to be potentially important hard materials
possibly formed under extreme conditions. Calculated energetics of the proposed reaction
favor the formation of oxynitride spinels containing Ga and In with such materials having
potentially significant optoelectronic applications. From results on defective oxynitride
systems, with a vacancy at octahedral or tetrahedral sites, it is suggested that the structural
stability of the oxynitride spinel materials could be lowered.
In this thesis, a series of Tersoff empirical potentials for the bulk oxynitride spinel sys-
tems is proposed and tested by calculating the structural and elastic properties of the binary
nitrides and M3NO3 oxynitride spinels using molecular dynamics simulation. The apparent
success of treating some binary nitride systems using the Tersoff potential is used as a way
forward to obtain a new parameter set that incorporates atomic features into a series of Ter-
soff potential for ternary oxynitrides spinel phases. The different thermodynamic properties
of these oxynitride structure for varying temperature are also predicted such as the Debye
temperature, thermal expansion co-efficient and specific heat. It is suggested that these
materials will have thermal properties comparable to their binary nitride counterparts.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The modeling of materials has become a very useful tool to make reliable predictions of
the electronic, structural and thermodynamic properties of (novel) hard materials. Several
approaches are used in the computational modeling of materials (see Fig. 1.1). They are
classified as being either Ab-initio or semi-empirical methods. Ab-initio methods do not de-
pend upon any external parameters except the atomic numbers of the constituent atoms to
be modeled and are not preconditioned by any experimental findings. Calculations based
on this method have considerably advanced with the development of fast computers. A
powerful scheme for such calculations is the density functional formalism that describes
the quantum mechanical effects of exchange and correlation and the pseudopotential ap-
proximation. Semi-empirical methods on the other hand are applicable to those systems
where a significant knowledge exists about the system under specific conditions of temper-
ature and pressure or can be modeled under other conditions. Semi-empirical modeling is
an interpolation from one system to the other, probably unknown or experimentally inac-
cessible, conditions. This approach assumes that interactions in the solid can be represented
by two or three-body potentials or force-fields between atoms. The interaction is usually
obtained by fitting models to results on molecular systems [1].
A short overview of the typical computational methods used in these calculations is shown
1
2Figure 1.1: Overview over various methods and models for solving physical and chemical
problems [2]. wf stands for wave function.
in Fig. 1.1.
Computational modeling of materials has been a driving issue in the research of new
materials and provides valuable insight into potentially important new materials and like-
wise materials that may not be important. Hard materials, especially, are of great interest
due to their superior mechanical and chemical properties such as higher compressional
strength, thermal conductivity, spectral transmittances, hole mobilities, refractive index,
and chemical stability [3]. They possess a strong covalent bonded crystal structure often of
high symmetry. The properties of hard materials depend on many parameters like pressure,
temperature, porosity, impurities, dislocations, and hardness is often correlated to various
other physical properties like ionicity, melting point, band gap, elastic modulus and co-
hesive energy [4, 5]. Hard materials have been used as gem stones, heat sinks, radiation
windows, speaker tweeters, mechanical bearings, surgical knives, container coatings, and,
potentially novel semiconductors. One of the major industrial applications of hard materi-
als is as superabrasives [5].
There has been much experimental and theoretical effort in recent years devoted to
develop a new class of hard materials with properties that can compete with and even have
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properties superior to diamond or cubic boron nitride (c-BN) - which are the two well-
known super-hard materials. Spinel structures have been found to be potentially important
hard materials [6, 7]. The high hardness and high density that characterized a spinel is as a
result of the tetrahedral bonded nature of the coordinated cations which is similar to that of
diamond the hardest known bulk material [8].
1.1 Defining and Measuring Hardness
The hardness of a material is decided by the process of how resistant the interatomic bonds
in the material are against distortions needed to generate deformations and, in part, how
defects such as dislocations can move in the system. It is usually measured by pressing a
diamond tip into the surface of a sample with a known force and subsequently measuring
the size of the indentation made in the surface. Hardness is then simply the force divided
by the indent area and is expressed in GPa or Kg/mm2. The smaller the indentation the
harder the material. There are two major hardness measuring techniques of hardness; a
Vickers test uses a symmetric diamond tip and a knoop test uses an asymmetric diamond
tip [5, 9, 10, 11]. The Knoop indentation test shown in Fig. 1.2 is a widely used standard.
However, hardness is too complex to be described by ab-intio methods (first principles).
Over the last two decades, the search for hard materials has had to be simplified to a search
for materials with bulk modulus or shear modulus, which can be evaluated directly by
first principles. While there is no one-to-one correspondence between hardness and bulk
modulus or shear modulus, there is a rather rough trend that the larger the bulk or shear
modulus, the higher the hardness. Diamond has the largest known bulk and shear modulus
and the largest hardness value. Daryl Clerc [12], in his work has proposed the electronic
factors that determine high bulk moduli in diamond-like materials. For cubic phases (like
the cubic spinel structure), hardness is known to scale well with the bulk and shear modulus.
Therefore by predicting moduli of novel materials, a hard material may be identified. Fig.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of the Knoop indenter. The Knoop hardness is defined as Hk =
P/CL2 where P is the load, L is the length of indentation and C is a defined constant [15].
1.3 compares the knoop indentation hardness with the bulk moduli of selected materials.
Materials like metals, however, do not follow this trend. This is as a result of their low
shear strength [13, 14].
1.2 The Spinel Structure
The work presented in this study deals with spinel oxynitride based material. The name
“spinel” is derived from the Greek word for spark, in reference to the red color of spinels.
Excerpt from the Africa Johns collector Beads on spinel [16] states that
“Many large red stones formerly thought to be rubies or red diamonds recently
have been correctly identified as spinel. They are very brilliant and come in
many colors including red, pink, blue, and green. They are said to relieve stress
and depression and assist with mental rejuvenation. The energy of spinel is the
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Figure 1.3: Knoop hardness as a function of bulk modulus for representative materials [14].
energy of beauty. It is known as a “stone of immortality” bringing freshness to
all endeavors and initiating rejuvenation to that which is beginning to degrade”.
Spinel is one of the known gemstones in an oxide class of materials. It is found as a
metamorphic mineral with hardness 8, specific gravity of 3.5-4.1 and it possesses an inter-
mediate to high refractive index, shows a good dispersion, and is available in a wide variety
of colors. Spinel structure is in class of mineral spinels known as MgAl2O4 which is the
sole gemstone representative of the spinel group. Spinels exhibit remarkable electrical,
magnetic, and other physical characteristics.
The important members of the spinel group include:
• Spinel (Magnesium Aluminium Oxide)- MgAl2O4, after which this class of mineral
is named
• Gahnite (Zinc Aluminium Oxide)- ZnAl2O4
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• Franklinite (Zinc Iron Manganese Oxide)- ZnFeMnO4
• Magnesiochromite (Magnesium Chromium Oxide)- MgCr2O4
• Magnetite (Iron Oxide)- Fe3O4
• Chromite (Iron Chromium Oxide)- FeCr2O4
• Minium (Lead Oxide)- Pb3O4
Magnesium Aluminium Oxide (MgAl2O4) Spinel with lattice parameter, a = 0.80898(9)
nm is a ceramic oxide that is characterized with good optical and insulating features. It has
demonstrated strong radiation resistance to amorphisation and to the formulation of defect
clusters and dislocation loops due to the large number of cation sites [17, 18].
In general the spinel structure refers to a class of oxides with chemical formula AB2O4,
where A and B are either divalent (+2) and trivalent (+3) or tetravalent (+4) and divalent
cations. This structure has a cubic closed packing (fcc) arrangement of oxide ions with a
large unit cell containing eight formula units. The unit cell of a spinel (A8B16O32) contains
56 atoms (i.e 8 A, 16 B, and 32 oxygen atoms). Spinel belongs to the space group of Fd3m,
O7h (No. 227) in which the following positions are occupied [19]:
8a : 000, 1
4
1
4
1
4
. (+ f.c.c);
16d : 5
8
5
8
5
8
, 5
8
7
8
7
8
, 7
8
5
8
7
8
, 7
8
7
8
5
8
. (+ f.c.c);
32e : uuu, uu¯u¯, u¯uu¯, u¯u¯u, 1
4
− u1
4
− u1
4
− u,
1
4
− u1
4
+ u1
4
+ u, 1
4
+ u1
4
− u1
4
+ u, 1
4
+ u1
4
+ u1
4
− u. (+ f.c.c).
where u is an internal parameter for the anion and is often known as the oxygen parameter
[20, 21]. The oxygen parameter, u, is the distance between the oxygen ion and the face
of the cube edge along the cube diagonal of the spinel sub cell. Besides the spinel-type
oxides, some halide, nitride and sulphide also crystallize in this structure (e.g Si3N4 and
Co3S4). The cation to anion ratio distribution of spinel is 3:4 irrespective of there different
phases such as binary (Fe3O4), ternary (MgAl2O4) and quaternary (Si6−zAlzOzN8−z) [22].
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1.3 Cation Arrangement in Spinels
The cubic closed-packed array of anions holds two types of voids or interstices, namely,
the tetrahedral and the octahedral interstices. Fig. 1.4 illustrates the two kinds of interstitial
sites between the close-packed structure of the Oxygen ions in the spinel structures. The
shaded layer of atoms lies below the layer with no shading. The interstices with square
shape are the tetrahedra sites enclosed by four close-packed atoms forming a tetrahedron
as shown in (b). The interstices with round shape are the octahedral sites coordinated by
six close-packed atoms which form an octahedron as shown in (c).
(a)
(c)
* * * *
* * * * *
* * * * *
*
(b)
Td site
Oh site
Figure 1.4: Two close-packed layers to show the two kinds of interstitial sites between the
close-packed structure of the Oxygen ions in the spinel structures.
The tetrahedral is formed by four lattice atoms of the tetrahedron and is commonly de-
noted as the A site, whereas the octahedral is formed by six lattice atoms of the octahedron
is commonly denoted as the B site. The relative ionicity (i.e. the ironic radius) and the size
of the interstices determines how the cations occupy the site with the tetrahedral or octa-
hedral symmetry [23, 24]. The Ionic distribution is determine by the Madelung potential
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(constants) in which the various associated energy terms are written as a function of the
ionic distribution. Verwey and et al [25] have used the expression in the following Eqn. 1.1
to calculate the Madelung Constants for the total Coulomb energy of the ionic crystal per
“molecule” AB2O4:
V = −1
2
(e2/a)(pMtetr + 2qMoct + 8Mo) = −Me2/a (1.1)
where ep and eq are the ionic charges at tetrahedral and octahedral interstices andMtetr,Moct,
and Mo are the local Madelung constants determining the electronic potential at the tetra-
hedral and octahedral interstices and at the O2− lattice points respectively.
In the unit cell of the spinel, there are a total of 64 tetrahedral interstices and 32 oc-
tahedral interstices between the anions; however, only 8 and 16 of the tetrahedral and
octahedral sites are occupied by the cations respectively. In other words, 1
8
of the A sites
and 1
2
of the B sites are occupied by the cations. The tetrahedrally coordinated cations form
a diamond cubic sublattice with a repeat unit equal to the lattice parameter. This explains
the relatively high hardness and high density that is typical of spinel [7]. Fig. 1.5 shows
the unit cell of an ideal spinel structure. This figure shows that there are two types of cubic
building units inside a big fcc O-ion lattice, filling all the 8 octants.
The position of the cations are fixed by the symmetry of the structure but the anion
positions are variable and are specified by the oxygen parameter, u. For instance, when the
A sites are too small for the cations, the oxygen ions move slightly to be accommodated
them and also tend to shrink the size of the B site by the same amount as the A site expands.
In all spinel-like structures the oxygen parameter, u, has a value in the neighborhood of
0.375. However, in actual spinel lattices this ideal pattern is slightly deformed, usually,
corresponding to u > 0.375, in such a way that the oxygen tetrahedron in the A cubes
is somewhat expanded and the oxygen octahedron on the B cubes is slightly contracted.
Accordingly, in that case the octahedrons formed by the six oxide ions directly surrounding
the positive ions in the B cubes deviate somewhat from the regular octahedrons [19, 23].
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Figure 1.5: The unit cell of an ideal spinel structure [23].
1.4 Types of Spinel
There are two types of limiting configurations of cations in the spinel-structured com-
pounds called normal (or direct) spinel and inverse (or indirect) spinel. The normal spinel,
refers to a compound that is composed of divalent and trivalent cations, where the less
abundant divalent cations occupy tetrahedral A sites and the more abundant trivalent cations
occupy the octahedral B sites. However, the work done by Barth and Posenjak [26], who
based their conclusions upon a detailed discussion of the intensities of X-ray diffraction
patterns, pointed out a second possibility called the inverse spinel, B(AB)O4, which is
compose of a tetravalent and a divalent cations, where half of the divalent cations occupy
tetrahedral A sites and all the tetravalent cations and together with the other half of the
divalent cations occupying the octahedral B sites [23, 27].
Besides these two arrangements there are also possibilities for some intermediate arrange-
ments of the form (A1−2λB2λ)(A2λB2−2λ)O4 with an average distribution of all ions about
the spinel cation positions. Spinels with these configurations are known as intermediate or
random spinels. They are located somewhere between the normal and the inverse arrange-
ments. The variable λ is the so-called inversion parameter, which specifies the fraction of
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Table 1.1: Examples of some normal and inverse spinel [23].
Type Structure Examples
Normal (A+2)(B+32 )O4 ZnFe2O4, ZnCrFeO4, MgCr2O4,
MnAl2O4
Inverse (B+3)(A+2B+3)O4 MgFe2O4, NiFe2O4, CoFe2O4,
Fe3O4
Random (A+2 1−2λ B2λ +3)(A2λ+2B+3 2−2λ) O4 MgCrFeO4
A sites occupied by the majority of ions. It ranges from 0 for the normal spinel to 0.5 for
the inverse spinel [28]. Table 1.1 illustrates some of the examples of normal, inverse and
the intermediate spinel.
1.5 Thesis Scope and Outline
The aim of this work is to examine a spinel structure of compounds formed from group-
III oxides and nitrides leading to an oxynitride spinel structure with a chemical formula
M3NO3. The theoretical properties and predictions are investigated and are performed us-
ing ab-initio or first principles electronic structure methods based on density functional
theory (DFT) and molecular dynamics simulation based on the Tersoff empirical poten-
tial. Essentially the chemical equation that we shall consider to represent formation of the
oxynitride spinel structure is:
M2O3 + MN −→ M3NO3
where, in the present work, M can represent Boron, Aluminium, Gallium, and Indium.
The scope of this thesis is divided in threefold: the first part of examines the properties
such as the electronic structure, equation of state, elastic constants and relative stabilities
of possible synthesis phases of the bulk oxynitride spinel. In the second part, we have per-
formed a molecular dynamics simulation using an empirical potential to study and predict
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the thermodynamic properties of these systems at varying temperatures. And lastly, the
third part is devoted to the study of defect on the oxynitride spinel. Using the Constant
Anion Model, with vacancies at the M sites, we investigated the effects this could have on
the bulk oxynitride spinel.
The thesis is organized as follows. We start by reviewing the constituent parent phases
of the material that are the essential building blocks of the oxynitride spinel materials,
in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 contain the description of the electronic structure calculation of
the density function theory (DFT). DFT allows us to tackle the many body problem and
obtain all the ground state properties of the electronic system. We outline in particular
the local density approximation and the generalized gradient approximation for exchange-
correlation functionals and the treatment of the plane wave basis set and the pseudopo-
tential approximation. In Chapter 4, we present an analysis of the optimized geometries,
crystal structure the elastic bulk properties, the electronic structures as well as the relative
stabilities of the oxynitride spinel structures. The basic theory of molecular dynamics sim-
ulation technique is described in chapter 5. We have proposed a series of Tersoff potential
for various oxynitride ternary systems. In what follows, the structural and thermodynamics
properties of the MD simulations are discussed in chapter 6. Chapter 7 deals with the defec-
tive study of oxynitride spinel structures. Here we also show the vacancy sites (octahedral
or tetrahedral) where the the most stable (or lowest energy) structure of these materials
are found. The concluding discussions, and the recommendations for further work, are
presented in Chapter 8.
Chapter 2
A Review of Group-III Oxides and
Nitrides
2.1 Introduction
The spinel oxynitride M3NO3 structure could be formed through an alloyed mixture of MN
and M2O3. These systems have been considered as the essential building blocks of the
spinel in this study. They exist in two or more crystallographical phases, which can be
stable or metastable states polytypes. The phases of the group-III oxides and nitrides are
described in the following sections. These materials are of high technological importance
with unique properties. They have wide range of applications from material hardness to
optoelectronic devices.
Optimized structural parameters, the zero-pressure energy, equilibrium volume and the
bulk moduli of the ambient phases of the group-III oxide and nitride materials are obtained
using ab-initio LDA and GGA calculations. Both the LDA and GGA estimated values
are in good agreement with the experimental results where possible and this serves as a
benchmark for the investigation of the spinel oxynitride systems.
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2.2 Forms of Group-III Oxides
The suggested oxides of group-III elements (atoms) to be considered are Boron oxide
(B2O3), Aluminum oxide (Al2O3), Gallium oxide (Ga2O3) and Indium oxide (In2O3).
2.2.1 Boron Oxide (B2O3)
Boron oxide, B2O3, is an important industrial mineral used as a glass-forming material. It
has excellent properties like hardness, insulation, linear and nonlinear optical behavior all
of which have made them useful for various electronic and optoelectronic devices. Boron
oxide can be produced by direct reaction of boron and oxygen under pressure. It has the
advantage of very low heat expansion, high refractive index and high ion conductivity.
Because of these characteristics, boron oxide is used widely in glass forming materials
(especially in various fast-ion conducting glasses) and a typical example of a covalently
bonded network glass. When doped on ceramic materials, it enhances conductivity and
structural stability [29, 30]. B2O3 is also one of the additives used to modify textural and
acid based properties of metal oxides such as Al2O3, Ti2O3 and MgO [31].
Despite its great importance as a strong network glass former, the structure of B2O3 has
been a subject of debate for many years now, particularly concerning the prevalence and
structural role of boroxol (B3O6) groups. According to the first structural model of vitreous
B2O3, proposed by Zachariasen [32], the glass consisted of a three dimensionally random
network of BO3 triangles. However, this model was challenged [33] and as a result of many
spectroscopic investigations such as neutron and X-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy,
as well as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR)
spectroscopy [34, 35], it has been widely viewed and accepted that the molecular building
block of vitreous B2O3 is the planar BO3 triangles (groups) in which the boron atoms are
threefold coordinated by oxygen atoms and centered at the basic unit of BO3 triangles. The
three BO3 triangles can combine to form a boroxol ring (B3O6) [34, 35, 36, 37, 38].
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A model of vitreous B2O3 with boron atoms residing in the boroxol rings has two
crystalline forms in which the boron atoms are trigonally or tetrahedrally coordinated to
oxygen atoms. They are known as B2O3-I and B2O3-II. B2O3-I is known as the low-
pressure structure of B2O3, obtained at a pressure of 2 GPa with a hexagonal unit cell
and has boron coordinated by three oxygen atoms. B2O3-I crystallizes in space group P31
with a = 4.336A˚, c = 8.340A˚ as reported by Gurr et al [39]. B2O3-II is the high-pressure
phase structure of B2O3 obtained at a pressure of 6.5 GPa and temperature of 1100 oC.
The structure of B2O3-II is orthorhombic with a = 4.613A˚, b = 7.803A˚, c = 4.129A˚, and
space group Ccm2, built up by two sets of tetrahedral with shared corners as described by
Prewitt and Shannon [40]. It could be observed that under pressure, crystal B2O3 undergoes
a structural transformation that increases the boron coordination from BO3 triangular unit
into the BO4 tetrahedral unit [41].
2.2.2 Aluminum Oxide (Al2O3)
Aluminum oxide or alumina is a technological important material that is widely used in
numerous applications such as a structural ceramic and optical materials. As a structural
ceramic materials it is extensively used as a high temperature, corrosion resistant refractory
material on high-speed machine tools for milling and cutting of cast iron and low carbon
steel mainly due to its high hardness, chemical durability, mechanical strength, high surface
area and oxidation resistant properties. It can also be used as a thin-film devices which is of
interest in microelectronics industry as an insulating material. The later applications make
use of the electronic structure and bonding present in Al2O3 [42, 43, 44, 45].
Alumina (Al2O3) is produced by the Bayer process from the calcination of aluminium
hydroxides (Al(OH3), gibbsite) produced by precipitation from sodium aluminate liquor at
a certain temperature [46, 47]. Extensive research has been conducted to understand and
characterize the diverse phases in Al2O3 and to establish the thermodynamics and kinetics
related to the transformation between the phases. It is widely believed that alumina exists
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in several transient, metastable structural polymorphs such as γ-, η-, δ-, θ-, κ-, and χ-
aluminas, as well as the stable α-Al2O3. The mestable phases seem to be stabilized by the
large surface area that is produced with several preparation techniques. When the samples
are heated they recrystallized and transforms into the α structure [45, 48].
The stable α-phase (space group R3¯c) which is commonly known as corundum has
a hexagonal close packed (hcp) rhombohedral crystal structure with stacking sequence
ABAB and lattice parameter ao = 4.76A˚ and co = 12.99A˚. The cation coordinations
are such that the Al atom is surrounded by six atoms of two different near-neighbor (NN)
distances, and each O atom has four NN Al atoms. On the other hand, the metastable
polymorhps such as γ, η, δ, θ are based on a face centered cubic packing of oxygen anions
with the aluminium cations being distributed between octahedral and tetrahedral interstices
whereas κ and χ are the mestable form of the hexagonal close packed (hcp) array of oxy-
gen anions [44, 48, 49, 50]. However, among the transition aluminas, θ-Al2O3 is the most
dominant phase [51] (to be considered in this work) since it has a well defined structure
in terms of site occupations (in contrast to γ-alumina which is described as a defect spinel
structure) and it’s often used as a reference structure to those polymorphs [48]. The crys-
tal structure of θ-Al2O3 is monoclinic with a space group of C2/m and lattice parameter
ao = 11.854A˚, bo = 2.904A˚ and co = 5.622A˚. The unit cell contains four Al2O3 molecules
[52].
2.2.3 Gallium Oxide (Ga2O3)
Gallium oxide, Ga2O3 is the single stable oxidation state of gallium under normal condi-
tions and it is known to be a thermally and chemically stable material which is insulating at
room temperature but semiconducting at higher temperatures [53]. Gallium oxide, is a wide
band gap material and is of interest due to its interesting unique properties such as conduc-
tion, and luminescence. These properties make it a host for gas sensors, and optoelectronic
device applications [54, 55]. There have been recent reports of the material being found
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as nanotubes [56] and as a relevant catalytic material for light alkane dehydrogenation and
aromatization (Cyclar process), and hydrogenation isomerization [57].
The binary oxides of Ga are similar to those of Al but have been studied in less detail.
Gallium oxides are found in five different crystalline structures, that is α-, β-, γ-, δ-, and ε-
phases [58]. Among these structures, α-Ga2O3 is rhombohedral, β-Ga2O3 is monoclinic,
γ-Ga2O3 is cubic and δ-Ga2O3 have a bcc structure. ε-Ga2O3 has been reported to be in a
mestable form. These different structures significantly influence the surface properties of
Ga2O3, accounting for the variation in catalytic activity among these phases [59, 60]. α, β
are the two major forms of Ga2O3 and are classified under high and low temperature forms
of gallium oxide.
High temperature β-Ga2O3 is the most stable form of the metal oxide. The symmetry
is C2/m with lattice parameters evaluated as a = 12.239A˚, b = 3.041A˚, and c = 5.813A˚.
It contains four molecular units of Ga2O3 per unit cell and in which half of the cation sites
are octahedrally coordinated and the other half are tetrahedrally coordinated. β-Ga2O3 be-
longs to the group of transparent conductive oxides (TCOs) and it has been suggested that
under oxygen-rich condition β-Ga2O3 may undergo phase transition although details of the
transformed phase are not well understood at this time [61, 62, 63]. α-Ga2O3 is the low
temperature phase of gallium oxide. The phase transition temperature from α-Ga2O3 to
β-Ga2O3 is about 600 oC. α-Ga2O3 thus has the strong advantage of low synthesis temper-
ature as compared to that of β-Ga2O3. The α-Ga2O3 is isostructural with α-corundum and
the gallium ions are octahedrally coordinated with closely packed array of oxygen ions.
The unit cell lattice parameters of α-Ga2O3 defined within the space group of R3¯c are
a = 4.980A˚, and c = 13.431A˚ [61, 63, 64, 65].
2.2.4 Indium Oxide (In2O3)
Indium Oxide (In2O3) has been widely used as a material for transparent electrodes in opto-
electronic devices such as liquid crystal displays, window heaters, flat panel displays, solar
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cells, as a barrier layer in tunnel junctions, as a sensing materials in gas sensors due to its
good electrical conductivity and optical transparency. Currently, it has shown remarkable
potential applications in the upcoming nano-electronic building blocks and nano-sensors as
a result of their unique physical and chemical properties which depend on their mesostruc-
tures. Many fabrication techniques such as thermal decomposition of precursors, sol-gel
method, chemical vapor decomposition, and dc magnetron sputtering have been success-
fully developed as a result of its wide applicabilities [66, 67, 68, 69].
In2O3 can exist in two different crystal phases namely: body-centered cubic (bcc-In2O3)
and rhombohedral (rh-In2O3) and are characterized by space group symmetries Ia3 and
R3¯c and which we refer to throughout this work as phases In2O3-I (for bcc-In2O3) and
In2O3-II (for rh-In2O3) respectively. The physical and optical properties of In2O3-I are
well known and have been studied both theoretical and experimentally whereas for In2O3-
II, no information are available and are rarely studied [69, 70] except for the work done by
Shannon [71] on In2O3-II polytype.
In2O3-I is the low-pressure phase of indium oxide. It crystallizes in the cubic bixbyite
structure (C-type, rare earth sesquioxide structure) with lattice constant of 10.118A˚. It is
composed of eight fluorite-type unit cells with systematic anion vacancies. The unit cell
consists of two types of In (which are surrounded by oxygen in the octahedral and trigonal
prismatic coordinations alternatively) and one type of O atoms located at Wyckoff positions
8b, 24d, and 48e, respectively. All In atoms are coordinated by six oxygen atoms forming
a distorted octahedron. The bond length of In-O is ranged from 2.12A˚ to 2.21A˚. The
neighboring octahedral are shared with their corners and edges [70, 72]. In2O3-II, on the
other hand, is known as the high-pressure metastable phase with a rhombohedral corundum
structure. Shannnon, in his work obtained In2O3-II polytype by a high pressure synthesis
using indium sesquioxide as a source material [71] and it has been reported that the stability
and conductivity of this phase should be favorable to that of cubic phase [66]. The lattice
constants are a = 5.478A˚ and c = 14.51A˚ with two fluorite-type unit cells. It consists of
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one type of In (surrounded by oxygen in trigonal biprism coordination) and one type of
O atoms occupying 12c and 18e Wyckoff positions, respectively [69, 70].
2.3 Forms of Group-III Nitrides
The group-III nitrides namely: BN, AlN, GaN, and InN, are currently being investigated
for unique potential. They have uses in optoelectronic devices operating in visible or ul-
traviolet spectral range as well as in high-temperature, high-power, and high-frequency
microelectronics devices and are materials that are characterized by large band gaps and
strong (mixed ionic and covalent) bonding. Furthermore, the properties of their different
phases, such as hardness, high melting point, high thermal conductivity, large bulk moduli
also makes them useful for protective coatings. These outstanding properties are mainly
related to the specific role of the nitrogen atoms. The smallness of the nitrogen atoms gives
rise to the formation of short bonds, which lead to significantly smaller lattice constants
[73, 74, 75].
2.3.1 Boron nitride (BN)
Boron nitride exists in different polytypes, the hexagonal, rhombohedral, cubic, turbostratic,
simple cubic, and wurzite phases. The most common crystal phases among them are the
less dense hexagonal boron nitride, (h-BN) and bulk cubic boron nitride (c-BN) structures.
The hexagonal phase is a layered (with AaAa stacking sequence), sp2-bonded material,
that is isostructural to graphite. It is a ceramic material that can be obtained by more gently
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) methods and experimentally stable at high temperatures
of about 900-1500 oC. Hexagonal boron nitride finds applications as a high-temperature
lubricant, as a heat sink or substrate in electronic devices, and in production of ceramic
parts and coatings. With a band gap of 5.97 eV, the electronic properties suggest that it
may also be useful in the production of a compact ultraviolet laser device that could be
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used in optical storage, photocatalysis, sterilization, ophthalmic surgery, and nanosurgery
applications [76, 77, 78].
The cubic phase (c-BN) has a zinc-blende lattice structure with cubic symmetry and
sp3-hybridized B-N bonds [79]. Recent experimental results have pointed out that c-BN
is the thermodynamically stable phase under ambient conditions [80, 81]. Boron nitride
in this form has a variety of interesting properties, including being ultra-hard, as well as
having high melting point and high thermal conductivity as well as low friction coefficient.
Due to the isoelectronic nature of BN to carbon, c-BN is isostructural to diamond and it is
the second hardest material known after diamond. For industrial tools used in cutting and
shaping iron- or nickel-containing materials, c-BN, is superior to diamond, as the c-BN
blades do not deteriorate as a result of reactions with this sort of material. And as a wide
gap semiconductor, it has the ability to produce both n-type and p-tpye conductivities when
doped appropriately [79, 82, 83].
2.3.2 Aluminum Nitride (AlN)
Aluminum nitride, AlN, which is generally reported to be nonpolymorphous, crystallizes
at standard condition in the wurzite structure [74]. However, several works report the
occurrence of zinc-blende structure of AlN [84, 85]. AlN is a good candidate for electronic
applications due to its high thermal conductivity, high hardness and elastic stiffness, and
high temperature stability (melting temperatures ∼ 3000 oC). It is considered a promising
material for high power optical and surface acoustic wave device applications. The binary
nitride of Al have an ultrahigh band gap and forms a continuous alloy system with GaN,
thereby becoming more important for group-III nitride device development [86, 87].
Wurzite AlN is the only significant III-V based Al semiconductor compound with a
direct band energy gap, and it in fact has the largest gap of any material still commonly
considered to be a semiconductor. The Zinc-blende (cubic) structure of AlN has been
theoretically reported to be mestable and only the calculated lattice parameter (a = 4.37A˚)
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is available. Because of the reactivity of AlN, high purity source material and an oxygen-
free environment are required to grow AlN crystals of good quality. Therefore, AlN is not
a particular easy material to study experimentally and most researchers in the field have
concentrated on GaN [74, 85, 88].
2.3.3 Gallium Nitride (GaN)
The nitride of Ga (GaN) is a wide gap semiconductor. Unlike all of the non-nitride wide
gap group-III-V semiconductors, GaN has a direct energy gap that makes it suitable for
blue lasers and LEDS with important applications in UV-visible optoelectronics and in
high-frequency, high-temperature or high-power electronics. Its sensitive to ionizing radia-
tion is low, making it a suitable material for solar cells arrays for satellites [88]. GaN layers
are commonly grown on sapphire substrates, where the mismatch in lattice constants and
thermal expansion coefficients between the substrates and the GaN layers produces a large
density of dislocation. Fabrication of GaN nanowires provides interesting opportunity for
studying low dimensional strain free structures [89]. GaN can exist in three well-defined
crystalline forms. These are the most common wurzite (also known as hexagonal), and
the less common zinc-blende (sometimes refered to as cubic). Under very high pressure,
GaN and other nitrides experience a phase transition to the rock-salt structures. Of these
structural forms, several fundamental calculations [90, 91, 92] have indicated that the low-
est energy phase is the wurzite structure with the cubic phase only marginally higher in
energy. To the contrary the rock-salt structures is far higher in energy. For this reason the
rock-salt form of GaN has not been considered in this work.
2.3.4 Indium Nitride (InN)
Among the group-III nitrides (BN, AlN, GaN and InN), InN is not very well investigated.
High quality bulk InN samples are difficult to grow due to its low thermal stability; reliable
experimental information about the properties is therefore scarce [88, 93]. Indium nitride
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is a small band gap semiconductor material which has potential application in solar cells
and high speed electronics. The use of InN and its alloys with GaN and AlN makes it
possible to extend the emission of nitride-based LEDs from ultraviolet to near infrared
region. And as such, the InN ternary alloy with GaN namely InGaN, has found application
in a variety of heterostructure based optoelectronic devices, such as LEDs and lasers. The
InGaN quantum wells are indispensable for light emitting devices because incorporation
of small concentrations of In in the active GaN layer increases luminescence efficiency
considerably [94]. InN has been predicted to have lowest effective mass for electrons in
all the group-III nitride semiconductors, which leads to high mobility (> 2000cm2V−1S−1)
and high saturation velocity [95].
Epitaxially grown InN has been reported to have a cubic (zinc-blende) and wurzite
(hexagonal) structural symmetry depending on the substrate type and orientation [96]. The
techniques commonly used to investigate the symmetry of InN thin films are x-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD) and near-edge x-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy (NEXAFS) with
polarized x rays. The development of epitaxial techniques for the growth of InN have
demonstrated that the band gap of InN is between 0.7 and 0.9 eV, instead of the previously
accepted value of 1.9 eV. The advantage of the cubic structure as it relates to improved
device performance could be the isotropic nature of the properties and the existence of
common cleavage planes with Si or GaAs substrates. In addition, in the wurzite structures,
the piezoelectric fields across the layers localize the carriers leading to an asymmetric well
at the interfaces [96, 97].
Chapter 3
Electronic Structure Methods
3.1 Introduction
The object of electronic structure calculations is to obtain the electronic charge density (the
real space distribution of electron around the atom). The electronic charge density plays
an important role in the theory and understanding of the system of electrons and nuclei
which are the fundamental properties of matter. Therefore, if the charge density can be
calculated, one can correctly predict the properties such as equilibrium lattice constants,
elastic and shear constants, bulk modulus as well as hardness of the material.
Electronic structure methods are termed ab-initio or first principle calculations. Ab-
initio calculations do not contain adjustable parameters except for the information about the
constituent atoms (i.e the atomic number) and their geometric position. These calculations
not only predict properties on existing materials that may be confirmed by experiments, but
can also provide studies on materials that do not yet exist in nature, as is the case for the
oxynitride spinel systems. Models that employ this methods are the Kohn Sham Density
Functional Theory (KS-DFT), Møller-Plesset n-th order (MPn), Configuration Interaction
(CI), and Coupled Cluster (CC) of the Post-HF as shown in Fig. 1.1. The most widespread
approach for ab-initio quantitative calculations of solid material is the density functional
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theory (DFT) [2].
This chapter deals with theoretical formulation of density functional theory, in which
the electronic density plays the central role. And also shows how within this framework,
the ground-state energy of a system can be determined.
3.2 Density Functional Theory
Density functional theory is one of the most popular and successful quantum mechanical
approaches used in computing the electronic structure of matter. The importance of the
DFT methods was emphasized by 1998 Nobel Prize in Chemistry, which was awarded to
Walter Kohn [98], the founding father of DFT, and John Pople [99], who was instrumental
in implementing DFT in computational Chemistry.
DFT is a theory of correlated many-body systems which requires a quantum mechanical
approach in finding the ground state properties a system. According to quantum mechanics,
the whole information of a system of interacting electrons and nuclei is contained in the
many-body wave function Ψ, which can be obtained by solving the time-independent, non-
relativistic Schro¨dinger equation:
HˆΨi(~x1,~x2, ...,~xN, ~R1, ~R2, ..., ~RM) = EiΨi(~x1,~x2, ...,~xN, ~R1, ~R2, ..., ~RM) (3.1)
where Hˆ is the Hamiltonian for a system consisting of M nuclei and N electrons and the
wave-function Ψ is a function of all the electronic and nuclear denoted by ~xi and ~RI. The
Hamiltonian can be written as the sum of the kinetic energies and Coulomb interaction of
the electrons and ion cores (nuclei):
Hˆ = −1
2
N∑
i=1
∇2i −
1
2
M∑
A=1
1
MA
∇2A +
N∑
i=1
M∑
A=1
ZA
riA
+
N∑
i=1
N∑
j>i
1
riA
+
M∑
A=1
M∑
B>A
ZAZB
RAB
(3.2)
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The sum over A and B run over the M nuclei while the sum over i and j run over the N
electrons.
The first two parts describe the kinetic energy of the electrons and nuclei respec-
tively. The remaining three terms represent the attractive electrostatic (Coulomb) inter-
action between the nuclei and the electrons and the repulsive potential due to the electron
and nucleus-nucleus interactions respectively. The Hartree atomic unit mass will be used
throughout this work, which means that all the physical quantities are expressed as multi-
ples of fundamental constants and are set to unity (i.e ~ = h/2pi = 4piε0 = m = e = 1).
Due to the large difference in mass between the electrons and nuclei and the fact that
the forces on the particles are the same, the electrons respond essentially instantaneously
to the motion of the nuclei. Therefore the nuclei can be treated adiabatically, leading to a
separation of electronic and nuclear coordinates in the many-body wave function (see Eqn.
3.2). This is called the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. The adiabatic principle reduces
the many-body problem of Eqn. (3.2) to the solution of the dynamics of the electrons. The
nuclei are considered to be fixed in space and do not move with their kinetic energy taken
to be zero and the potential energy due to nucleus-nucleus repulsion is merely a constants.
Thus, the Hamiltonian given in Eqn. (3.2). reduces to the so-called electronic Hamiltonian
which is central to the theory of electronic structure.
Hˆelec = −1
2
N∑
i=1
∇2i −
N∑
i=1
M∑
A=1
ZA
riA
+
N∑
i=1
N∑
j>i
1
riA
(3.3)
Another more transparent way of writing this Hamiltonian equation is:
Hˆelec = Tˆ + VˆNe + Vˆee (3.4)
where Tˆ is the kinetic energy term, VˆNe the interaction between the electrons and the nuclei
(often called the external interaction, Vˆext) and Vˆee the electron-electron Coulomb interac-
tions. The solution to Eqn. (3.3) is the electronic wave function Ψelec and the electronic
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energy Eelec.
With the use of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the simplified system consists of
electron moving in a fixed external potential. However, Eqn. (3.3) still remains a non-trivial
many body problem with a complexity far too big to solve even with modern computers.
An enormous simplification of Eqn. (3.3) for studying realistic systems was the advent of
density functional theory [100, 101].
DFT in its original formulation, is a theory of the electronic structure of atoms, mole-
cules and solids in their ground states, in which the electronic (charge) density (- the real
space distribution of electrons around the atoms) plays a central role. This implies that all
aspects of the electronic structure of a system of interacting electrons, in the ground state,
in an external potential, are completely determined by the electronic charge density ρ(r)
(Note that ρ(r) is a function of only three variables). DFT methods have been found to
be computationally efficient and its capable of handling infinite periodic systems and non-
periodic systems of very many atoms, currently on the order of 103 [102]. The heart of this
theory is the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems and the Kohn-Sham single particle equation.
3.2.1 The Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem
The two basic theorems of the density functional formalism were derived by Hohenberg
and Kohn in 1964 [103]. The first theorem states that:
the external potential Vext(r) is (to within a constant) a unique functional of the density
ρ(r); since, in turn Vext(r) fixes Hˆ we see that the full many particle ground-state energy is
a unique functional of ρ(r).
which means:
Vext(r)⇐⇒ ρ(r) (3.5)
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The first theorem demonstrates that the electron density uniquely determines the Hamil-
tonian operator and thus all the properties of the system or (simply put) the energy is a
unique functional of the ground state density E[ρ(r)].
The second Hohenberg-Kohn theory states that:
the functional that delivers the ground state energy of the system, delivers the lowest energy
if and only if the input density is the true ground state density,
E0 ≤ E[ρ˜(r)] = T[ρ˜(r)] + Vext[ρ˜(r)] + Vee[ρ˜(r)] (3.6)
In other words, if given any trial density [ρ˜(r)] representing the correct number of electrons
N, the total energy calculated from this density cannot be lower than the true energy of
the ground state E0 and the ground state density can therefore be calculated, in principle
exactly. Mathematically this means there is a variational principle for finding the charge
density provided that the ground state density satisfy the following equation:
δ
[
E[ρ(r)]− µ(
∫
ρ(r)dr− N)
]
= 0 (3.7)
where µ is called the chemical potential. It is the langrange parameter associated with
the restriction of the density to yield the correct total number of electrons N [101]. Note
however, that this theorem is only applicable to ground states. (See Ref. [103] for proof of
the first and second theorem).
The Hohenberg-Kohn theorem therefore, guarantees that the ground state energy and
density correspond to the minimum of some functional E[ρ(r)] subject to the constraint
that the density contains the correct number of electrons. However, the explicit form of
the functional E[ρ(r)] is not known and an accurate computational implementation of DFT
becomes a major challenge.
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3.2.2 Kohn-Sham Equations
From the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem (using the electron density as the fundamental quan-
tity), we know that the ground state energy of a system can be written as:
E0 = minρ→N
(
F[ρ(r)] +
∫
ρ(r)VNedr
)
(3.8)
where the universal functional F[ρ] contains the individual contributions of the kinetic en-
ergy, T[ρ(r)], the coulomb interaction, J[ρ(r)], and the non-classical portion due to self-
interaction correction, exchange (i.e., antisymmetry), and electron correlation effects,
F[ρ(r)] = T[ρ(r)] + J[ρ(r)] + Encl[ρ(r)] (3.9)
Equation (3.8) can be rewritten as:
E[ρ(r)] = T[ρ(r)] + J[ρ(r)] + Encl[ρ(r)] +
∫
ρ(r)Vextdr (3.10)
The only known term of equation (3.9) is J[ρ(r)] (also called Hartree energy) which is
defined as:
J[ρ] =
1
2
∫ ∫
ρ(r)ρ(r′)
|r− r′| drdr
′ (3.11)
while the explicit expressions for T[ρ] and Encl[ρ] is unknown. To solve this problem Kohn
and Sham in 1965 [104] invented an ingenious indirect approach to approximate to a good
accuracy, the kinetic and electron-electron functionals. They suggested to calculate the ex-
act kinetic energy of an auxiliary set of one-electron orbitals, of a system of non-interactive
electrons with the same density as the real, interacting one
TKS[ρ] = −1
2
N∑
i=1
〈ϕi|∇2|ϕi〉 (3.12)
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where ϕi are the orbitals of the non-interactive system and TKS (i.e., Kohn-Sham energy)
is not equal to the true kinetic energy of the system.
The connection of this artificial system to the one we are really interested in is now
established by choosing the effective potential Veff such that the density resulting from the
summation of the moduli of the squared orbitals ϕi exactly equals the ground state density
of our real target system of the interacting electrons. If there are N electrons in the system
the electron density can be calculated from:
ρS(r) =
N∑
i=1
|ϕi|2 = ρ0(r) (3.13)
The energy fuctional from equation (3.8) within the Kohn-Sham approach can be rewrit-
ten as:
E[ρ] = TKS[ρ(r)] +
∫
ρ(r)Vextdr + J[ρ(r)] + Exc[ρ(r)] (3.14)
or from equation (3.11)
E[ρ] = TKS[ρ(r)] +
∫
ρ(r)Vextdr +
1
2
∫ ∫
ρ(r)ρ(r′)
|r− r′| drdr
′ + Exc[ρ(r)] (3.15)
where Exc[ρ] is the exchange-correlation functional. It captures all the many-body interac-
tions and contains everything that is unknown. It can be expressed as:
Exc[ρ] = (T[ρ]− TKS[ρ]) + (Eee[ρ]− J[ρ]) (3.16)
All quantities except for Exc[ρ] are known and could be easily calculated from the wave-
function of the non-interacting system.
Applying the variational theorem from equation (3.7) and expressing the functional
from equation (3.15) explicitly in terms of the density built from non-interacting orbitals
in equation (3.13), the resulting Kohn-Sham equations, which minimize the energy satisfy
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the following set of equations:
[
− 1
2
∇2 + Veff(r)
]
ϕi(r) = εiϕi(r) (3.17)
Veff(r) = Vext(r) +
∫
dr′
ρ(r′)
|r− r′| + Vxc(r) (3.18)
Vxc is the exchange-correlation potential which is defined as the functional derivative of
Exc with respect to the density [100, 101]:
Vxc(r) =
δExc[ρ(r)]
δρ(r)
(3.19)
The Kohn-Sham equations (3.17)-(3.18) represent a mapping of the interacting many-
body system onto a system of non-interacting electrons moving in an effective potential
due to all the other electrons. If the exchange-correlation energy functional were known
exactly, then the exact ground state energy and density of the many-body electron problem
could be found. The Kohn-Sham equations must be solved self-consistently so that the
occupied electronic states generate an electronic charge density that produces the electron
potential that was used to construct the equations [105, 106]. The practical implementation
of the Kohn-Sham scheme with DFT requires that an approximation has to be made for Exc
(or Vxc).
3.3 Exchange-Correlation Functional
The exchange-correlation functional from equation (3.16) is the sum of the error made in
using a non-interacting kinetic energy and the error made in treating the electron-electron
interaction classically. Exc is of central importance in the accuracy of DFT calculations,
and there has been much work in finding its accurate forms which can only be resolve
by approximations. There are basically different types of approximations involved in a
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DFT calculation for the unknown Exc functional. The approximations that is of interest
in this dissertation can be classified into Local functional (Local Density Approximation
(LDA)) and Semi-local or gradient dependent functional (Generalized Gradient Approxi-
mation (GGA)).
3.3.1 Local Density Approximation (LDA)
The simplest method of describing the exchange-correlation energy of an electronic sys-
tem is to use the Local Density Approximation (LDA). It is the basis of all approximate
exchange-correlation functions. At the center of this model is the idea of an uniform elec-
tron gas. This is a system in which electrons move on a positive background charge dis-
tribution such that the total ensemble is neutral. A uniform electron gas is such that in the
limit N → ∞, V → ∞ (where N is the number of electron and V is the volme), with
density, ρ = N
V
, remaining finite and attains a constant value everywhere. LDA assumes
that exchange-correlation energy per electron at a point r in the electron gas, εxc, is equal
to the exchange-correlation energy per electron in a uniform (homogeneous) electron gas
that has the same density as the electron as point r. Thus an approximation of the form is
expressed as:
ELDAxc [ρ] =
∫
ρ(r)εxc(ρ(r))dr (3.20)
where εxc(ρ(r)) is the exchange-correlation energy density of the uniform electron gas of
density ρ(r). It is a function of the local value of the density within the LDA and can be
separated into exchange and correlation potential contributions:
εxc(ρ) = εx(ρ) + εc(ρ) (3.21)
The exchange part, εx, which represents the exchange energy of an electron in a uniform
electron gas of a particular density, was originally derived by Bloch and Dirac in the late
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1920’s [107]:
εx(ρ) = −3
4
(
3ρ(r)
pi
)1/3
(3.22)
The explicit expression for the correlation energy density, εc(ρ), is unknown. However,
highly accurate numerical quantum Monte-Carlo simulations of the homogeneous electron
gas can be determined from the work of Ceperley and Alder [108]. On the basis of these
results various authors have presented an analytical parameterizations (or expressions) of
εc(ρ) based on the sophisticated interpolation schemes. Notable among them are: Hedin
and Lundqvist [109], Vosko et al. [110], and Perdew and Zunger parameterizations [111].
The parameterization by Perdew and Zunger have been employed in this work.
3.3.2 Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA)
As LDA approximates the energy of the true density by the energy of a local constant
density, it fails in situations where the density is a spatially varying density ρ(r). The first
logical step to go beyond LDA was the suggestion of using not only the information of the
density ρ(r) at a particular point r, but to supplement the density with the information about
the gradient of the charge density, ∇ρ(r) in order to account for the non-homogeneity of
the true electron density. The functionals that include the gradients of the charge density
are collectively known as the Generalized Gradient Approximations (GGA) [112, 113].
The exchange-correlation functional, Exc, can be written as:
EGGAxc [ρ↑, ρ↓] =
∫
f
(
ρ↑(r), ρ↓(r),∇ρ↑(r),∇ρ↓(r)
)
dr (3.23)
Several suggestions for the explicit dependence of this intergrand f on the densities and
their gradients exist, including semi-empirical functionals which contain parameters that
are calibrated against reference values rather than being derived from first principles. In
practice, EGGAxc is usually split into its exchange and correlation contributions:
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EGGAxc = E
GGA
x + E
GGA
c (3.24)
and approximations for the two terms are sought individually. The exchange part can be
written as:
EGGAx = E
LDA
x −
∑
σ
∫
F(sσ)ρ4/3σ (r)dr (3.25)
The argument of the function F is the reduced density gradient for spin σ:
sσ(r) =
|∇ρσ(r)|
ρ
4/3
σ (r)
(3.26)
where sσ is to be understood as a local inhomogeneity parameter. It assumes large values
not only for large gradients, but also in regions of small densities, such as exponential tails
far from the nuclei. Likewise, small values of sσ occur for small gradients, typical for
bonding regions, but also regions for large density [100].
Two main classes of realizations have been put forward for the function F. The first
one is based on a GGA exchange functional developed by Becke [114]. This functional is
abbreviated simply as B or sometimes as B88. Functional which are related to this approach
includes: Filatov and Theil (FT97) [115], 1997, Perdew (PW92), 1992 [112, 116] and the
CAM(A) and CAM(B) functionals developed by Handy et al [117, 118] among others.
The second class of GGA exchange functionals use for F a rational function of the
reduced density gradient. Prominent representative includes: early functionals of Berke
(B86), 1986 [119], recent implementation of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE), 1996
[113], and functional by Lacks and Gordon (LG), 1993 [120]. In this work we have used
the GGA functional developed by Perdew and Wang (PW92)[112]. PW92 includes a real
space cut-off also for the correlation functional and takes the Becke exchange with only
small refinements. It fulfills almost all of the scaling relations known, including such that
were only found after the functional’s formulation [2].
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3.4 Plane Wave Pseudopotential Method
The preceding sections have demonstrated how the complicated many-body problem of
strongly interacting electrons and nuclei can be mapped onto a problem of single-particle
moving in an effective external potential for a set of fixed nuclei. In practice, however, the
numerical solution of the single-particle Kohn-Sham equations (see eqn. (3.17) and (3.18))
typically proceeds by expanding these equations in a set of basis functions.
3.4.1 Plane Wave Basis Set
Plane waves are classified as fixed basis functions that are orthonormal and energy-independent.
They are efficiently used to expand the periodic functions of a solid or crystal. For periodic
systems such as the one under study, the potential can be expressed as:
V(r + na) = V(r) (3.27)
where a is a lattice vector and n is an integer.
Applying Bloch’s theorem which states that in a periodic solid each electronic wave
function can be written as the product of a cell periodic part and a wavelike part [121]:
ψi(r) = eikrfi(r) (3.28)
The cell periodic part of the wave function can be expanded using a basis set of plane waves
whose wave vectors are reciprocal lattice vectors of the crystal:
fi(r) =
∑
G
ci,Ge
iGr (3.29)
where G is the reciprocal lattice vector. Thus the electronic wave functions can be ex-
pressed as a linear combination of plane waves:
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ψi(r) =
∑
G
ci,Ge
i(K+G)r (3.30)
The summation is over all the reciprocal lattice vector and ci are the expansion coefficients.
In principle, this shows that an infinite plane waves basis set is required to expand the
electronic wave functions. The number of wave functions used is controlled by the largest
wave vector in the expansion in equation (3.29). This is equivalent to imposing a cutoff on
the kinetic energy, as the kinetic energy of an electron with wave vector K is given by:
EK =
~2|K|2
2m
(3.31)
If a continuum of plane wave basis set states were required to expand each electronic wave
function, the basis set would be infinitely large no matter how small the cutoff kinetic en-
ergy. Application of the Bloch theorem allows the electronic wave functions to be expanded
in terms of a discrete set of plane waves. Introduction of an energy cutoff to the plane wave
basis set produces a finite basis set.
When plane waves are used as a basis set for the electronic wave functions, the Kohn-
Sham equations take on a very simple form [105]:
{∑
G′
~2
2m
|K + G|2δGG′ + VNe(G−G′)
+Vee(G−G′) + Vxc(G−G′)
}
ci,K+G′ = εici,K+G′ (3.32)
where VNe(G − G′), Vee(G − G′) and Vxc(G − G′) are the Fourier transforms of the
electron-nuclei, electron-electron coulomb, and the exchange-correlation potentials. In this
form, the kinetic energy is diagonal, and the various potentials are described in terms of
their fourier transforms.
A plane wave basis sets is convenient for many reasons such as its easy computer imple-
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mentation, the simple diagonal form of the kinetic operator, the efficiency of Fast Fourier
Transforms (FFT) between real and reciprocal space, and since it is a transparent and eas-
ily understood basis set. Plane waves do not depend on the positions of the atoms and are
therefore non-local. Unlike the localized basis sets, correction terms are not needed for the
calculation of forces in plane wave expansion. However, the disadvantage of using a plane
wave basis set is its inefficiency. More so, due to the nodal structure of the valence wave
functions in the core region of the atom, a prohibitively large number of plane waves would
be needed for a good representation of these fast oscillations.
3.4.2 Monkhorst-Pack Grids
The finite number of basis set or K-points introduced by Bloch theorem can be used in
sampling of the Brillouin zone. A standard method for sampling this points during a self-
consistent calculation to find the electronic ground state is the Monkhorst-Pack grid.
Monkhorst-Pack grid [122] is an unbiased method of choosing a set of special K-points
in the Brillouin zone which provides an efficient means of integrating periodic functions
of the wave vector. The integration can be over the entire Brillouin zone or over specified
portions. This points simply generates an expansion of periodic function in reciprocal space
functions with proper symmetries which is crucial for the convergence of the results. The
dimensions used for the sampling of the Monkhorst-Pack grid in this thesis are given in
Chapter 4.
3.4.3 Pseudopotentials
An efficient solution to the problem of plane wave method is by introducing the concept of
Pseudopotential approximation which allows the electronic wave functions to be expanded
using a much smaller number of plane waves. The pseudopotential approximation is based
upon the observation that the core (inner) electrons of different atoms are relatively unaf-
fected by the chemical environment of the atom and that only the valence electrons partici-
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pate strongly in interactions between atoms. Thus, the wave functions in the core region are
replaced by smoothly varying pseudo wave functions and the interaction in the core region
is replaced by a constructed pseudopotential. This is referred as the Frozen-Core approxi-
mation. The relationship between all-electron and pseudopotentials and wave functions are
illustrated schematically in Fig. 3.1.
The wave functions for the valence electrons are replaced with the pseudo wave func-
tions to give the same energy levels as the all-electron wave functions. The pseudo wave
functions differ from the all-electron wave functions only inside a region around the nu-
cleus and are constructed to be node-less. If the pseudo wave function still contained nodes
they would not describe the lowest valence state. The nodes in the valence wave func-
tions are necessary to make valence states orthogonal to the core states. Node-less pseudo
wave functions reduces the number of required pane waves considerably. The pseudo wave
functions corresponding to this modified potential do not exhibit the rapid oscillations of
the true wave functions, dramatically reducing the number of of plane waves needed for
their representation. A pseudopotential is constructed such that it matches the true poten-
tial outside a given radius called the core radius, rc. Similarly, each pseudo wave function
must match the corresponding true wave function beyond this distance [2, 105].
Common pseudopotentials are generated following the prescription of, e.g., Bachelet,
Hamann and Schlu¨ter [123], Kleinman and Bylander [124], Vanderbilt (Ultrasoft Pseudopo-
tential) [125] or Troullier and Martins [126]. A more advance method that goes beyond the
concept of pseudopotentials called the Projected Augmented Wave (PAW) potentials have
been implemented in this work.
Projector Augmented Wave (PAW)
The projector augmented wave method is an all-electron method for efficient ab-initio
molecular dynamics simulations with full wave functions. In principle, the PAW method,
aims to take the advantages and accuracy of all-electron methods available to the formally
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Figure 3.1: A schematic illustration of all-electron (dashed lines) and pseudo- (solid lines)
potentials and their corresponding wave functions. The radius at which all-electron and
pseudopotential values match is rc. [2]
more simple pseudopotential approach. It was developed by Peter Blo¨chl in 1994 [127]
and was further established by the Kresse and Joubert (1999) [128] where they derived
the relationship that exist between the ultrasoft pseudopotential and the PAW method. The
PAW method describes the wave function by a superposition of the plane wave part, the
so-called pseudo wave function, and expansions into atomic and pseudo atomic orbitals at
each atom. For a complete description of the PAW potential method see Refs. [127, 128].
3.5 The Vienna Ab-Initio Simulation Package (VASP)
The Vienna Ab-Initio Simulation Package (VASP) is a density functional code developed
by Georg Kresse and Ju¨rgen Furthmu¨ller [129, 130, 131, 132]. VASP includes an optimised
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set of ultrasoft pseudopotentials and PAW potentials for all elements of the periodic system.
It solves the Kohn-Sham equations of local density or spin-density functional theory (see
Eqn. (3.19)) iteratively within a plane wave basis set. The approach implemented in VASP
is based on the (infinite-temperature) local density approximation. The gradient corrected
functionals are also implemented to account for the non-locality in exchange-correlation
functionals. Detailed descriptions of the methods used in VASP package can be found in
the VASP manual home page http://cms.mpi.univie.ac.at/vasp.
Chapter 4
Theoretical Study of Spinel Oxynitride
M3NO3
4.1 Computational Parameters
The local density approximation (LDA) functional of Ceperley and Alder [108], as parame-
terized by perdew-Zunger [111] and the general gradient approximation (GGA) functional
of Perdew-Wang [112] for the exchange-correlation potential in the density functional the-
ory (DFT) and the interaction between the ions and the electrons described by projector
augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotential [128], as outlined in Chapter 3 have been imple-
mented through the VASP structure code [129, 130, 131, 132]. The wave function of the
valence electrons is also expanded into a plane wave basis set using a cutt-off energy of
500 eV to calculate the optimized geometries, elastic constants, electronic properties and
relative stability of oxynitride spinel structure. The d electrons in the core of the atom have
been treated as valence electrons.
All results rely on well converged structures and the integration of the special K-points
sampling of the Brillouin zone. The Monkhorst-pack grid [122] have been employed to
achieve convergence. The energies are converged to better than 10−4 eV/atom. This is
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one of the methods [122, 133] devised for obtaining very accurate approximations to the
electronic potential and the contribution to the total energy from the filled electronic band
by calculating the electronic states at special sets of K-points in the Brillouin zone. We used
the following Monkhorst-pack grid for the integration of the reciprocal space: 4 × 4 × 4
for the oxynitride M3NO3, 8× 8× 8 for group-III oxides M2O3 and 8× 8× 8 for nitrides
MN. This is as a result of the differences in crystal symmetry between the compounds. All
atoms in the unit cell were fully relaxed and the cell geometry fully optimized.
A comparison of LDA and GGA results is useful in general. Typically, the GGA over-
estimates slightly cell parameters and underestimates bulk modulus, while the LDA under-
estimates both lattice parameters and bulk modulus. For a comparison of structures with
different environments of the atoms, we have chosen to use the LDA results to compute the
trends and some other properties.
4.2 Structural Properties of Spinels
Calculations of bulk ground state properties, such as lattice contants, atomic coordinates,
bond lengths, their elastics constants (see section 4.3) helps us to understand, character-
ize, and predict mechanical properties of materials for their industrial applications. Crystal
structure of the spinels have explicitly been examined at length by several authors as intro-
duced in Chapter 1. Here we model the form of spinel oxynitride M3NO3, (M = B, Al, Ga
and In), and have considered a representative of 56-atom unit cells and assuming a M:N:O
ratio of 3:1:3 that corresponds to an ideal stoichiometry of spinel. The structure consists
of a series of interpenetrating of pseudo-cubic sub-lattice structures that can be categorized
into four-fold symmetries which are commonly used for spinel structure. The M atoms fill
the all the cation positions of the spinel structure, both the tetrahedrally coordinated and the
octahedrally coordinated sites. The anion sublattice is made up by both N and O, in quan-
tities of one-fourth and three-quarter of all available 32 anion positions, respectively. Each
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of the tetrahedral M atoms have three oxygen nearest neighbors and one nitrogen neighbor
(MO3N). Of the M atoms at the octahedral sites, four M atoms have only one oxygen near-
est neighbor (MO6) while the remaining twelve M atoms at the octahedral sites have two
nitrogen nearest neighbors and four oxygen neighbors (MN2O4). Nominally the symmetry
of this spinel structure is P 4¯3m (No. 215) and is shown in Figure 4.1. As shown in the
Figure the most significant element in this cubic unit cell consists of N atoms arrange in a
tetrahedral symmetry about the 56 atom unit cell. This structure is quite unique because
of the symmetry of the N atoms and as such has no normal or inversion characteristics as
discussed earlier for the other spinels. The structure has been observed in Ga3NO3 system
[134, 135, 136, 137].
Table 4.2 and 4.3 explicitly shows the list of all the fractional coordinate of the various
M3NO3 spinel structure for both the LDA and GGA. The extensive listing of the coor-
dinates for the cubic cell embraces the space group symmetry of spinel. The calculated
optimized structures for all the spinels are given in Table 4.1 and where possible (espe-
cially for Ga3NO3), a comparison has been made with experiment. The trends can be seen
more easily: on going from B3NO3 to Al3NO3 to Ga3NO3 to In3NO3. It is seen that on
going down the columns of the periodic table, the lattice constant exhibits an increase in
accordance with the large size of the atom.
Table 4.1: Structural parameters of B3NO3, Al3NO3, Ga3NO3, In3NO3.
Material LDA (A˚) GGA (A˚) Experiment (A˚)
B3NO3 6.842 6.947
Al3NO3 7.937 8.057
Ga3NO3 8.267 8.425 8.20 [134]
In3NO3 9.285 9.285
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Figure 4.1: The cubic unit cell of the M3NO3 oxynitride spinel structure. The N atoms are
at a tetrahedral position inside the cubic unit cell.
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Table 4.2: Fractional coordinates of the cubic spinel lattice for the LDA. The symmetry of this
spinel is P 4¯3m (No. 215) and it retains the four-fold symmetry in their site occupancy.
No Atom Fractional Atom Fractional Atom Fractional Atom Fractional
coordinate coordinate coordinate coordinate
1 B .6116, .6116, .6116 Al .6216, .6216, .6216 Ga .6192, .6192, .6192 In .6209, .6209, .6209
2 B .8801, .8801, .6458 Al .8758, .8758, .6300 Ga .8757, .8757, .6317 In .8754, .8754, .6298
3 B .6458, .8801, .8801 Al .6300, .8758, .8758 Ga .6317, .8757, .8757 In .6298, .8754, .8754
4 B .8801, .6458, .8801 Al .8758, .6300, .8758 Ga .8757, .6317, .8757 In .8754, .6298, .8754
5 B .6458, .1199, .1199 Al .6300, .1242, .1242 Ga .6317, .1243, .1243 In .6305, .1241, .1241
6 B .8801, .3542, .1199 Al .8758, .3700, .1242 Ga .8757, .3683, .1243 In .8760, .3696, .1243
7 B .6116, .3883, .3883 Al .6216, .3784, .3784 Ga .6192, .3808, .3808 In .6214, .3791, .3791
8 B .8801, .1199, .3542 Al .8758, .1242, .3700 Ga .8757, .1243, .3683 In .8760, .1243, .3696
9 B .1199, .6458, .1199 Al .1242, .6300, .1242 Ga .1243, .6317, .1243 In .1241, .6305, .1241
10 B .3542, .8801, .1199 Al .3700, .8758, .1242 Ga .3683, .8757, .1243 In .3696, .8760, .1243
11 B .1199, .8801, .3542 Al .1242, .8758, .3700 Ga .1243, .8757, .3683 In .1243, .8760, .3696
12 B .3883, .6116, .3883 Al .3784, .6216, .3784 Ga .3808, .6192, .3808 In .3791, .6214, .3791
13 B .1199, .1199, .6458 Al .1242, .1242, .6300 Ga .1243, .1243, .6317 In .1241, .1241, .6305
14 B .3883, .3883, .6116 Al .3784, .3784, .6216 Ga .3808, .3808, .6192 In .3791, .3791, .6214
15 B .1199, .3542, .8801 Al .1242, .3700, .8758 Ga .1243, .3683, .8757 In .1243, .3696, .8760
16 B .3542, .1199, .8801 Al .3700, .1242, .8758 Ga .3683, .1243, .8757 In .3696, .1243, .8760
17 B 1.000, 1.000, 1.000 Al 1.000, 1.000, 1.000 Ga 1.000, 1.000, 1.000 In .0004, .0004, .0004
18 B 1.000, .5000, .5000 Al 1.000, .5000, .5000 Ga .0000, .5000, .5000 In 1.001, .5000, .5000
19 B .5000, 1.000, .5000 Al .5000, 1.000, .5000 Ga .5000, .0000, .5000 In .5000, 1.001, .5000
20 B .5000, .5000, 1.000 Al .5000, .5000, 1.000 Ga .5000, .5000, .0000 In .5000, .5000, 1.001
21 B .7469, .7469, .2531 Al .7476, .7476, .2523 Ga .7474, .7474, .2526 In .7458, .7458, .2538
22 B .7469, .2531, .7469 Al .7476, .2523, .7476 Ga .7474, .2526, .7474 In .7458, .2538, .7458
23 B .2531, .7469, .7469 Al .2523, .7476, .7476 Ga .2526, .7474, .7474 In .2538, .7458, .7458
24 B .2530, .2530, .2530 Al .2523, .2523, .2523 Ga .2526, .2526, .2526 In .2544, .2544, .2544
25 N .8672, .8672, .8672 N .8644, .8644, .8644 N .8651, .8651, .8651 N .8628, .8628, .8628
26 N .8672, .1328, .1328 N .8644, .1356, .1356 N .8651, .1349, .1349 N .8633, .1367, .1367
27 N .1328, .8672, .1328 N .1356, .8644, .1356 N .1349, .8651, .1349 N .1367, .8633, .1367
28 N .1328, .1328, .8672 N .1356, .1356, .8644 N .1349, .1349, .8651 N .1367, .1367, .8633
29 N .3793, .6207, .6207 N .3816, .6184, .6184 N .3801, .6199, .6199 N .3822, .6178, .6178
30 N .3793, .3793, .3793 N .3816, .3816, .3816 N .3801, .3801, .3801 N .3826, .3826, .3826
31 N .6207, .6207, .3793 N .6184, .6184, .3816 N .6199, .6199, .3801 N .6178, .6178, .3822
32 N .6207, .3793, .6207 N .6184, .3816, .6184 N .6199, .3801, .6199 N .6178, .3822, .6178
33 O .6243, .1174, .8826 O .6101, .1170, .8830 O .6110, .1179, .8821 O .6091, .1161, .8835
34 O .8826, .1174, .6243 O .8830, .1170, .6101 O .8821, .1179, .6110 O .8835, .1161, .6091
35 O .1174, .6243, .8826 O .1170, .6101, .8830 O .1179, .6110, .8821 O .1161, .6091, .8835
36 O .1174, .8826, .6243 O .1170, .8830, .6101 O .1179, .8821, .6110 O .1161, .8835, .6091
37 O .6243, .8826, .1174 O .6101, .8830, .1170 O .6110, .8821, .1179 O .6091, .8835, .1161
38 O .8826, .6243, .1174 O .8830, .6101, .1170 O .8821, .6110, .1179 O .8835, .6091, .1161
39 O .1174, .1174, .3757 O .1170, .1170, .3899 O .1179, .1179, .3890 O .1166, .1166, .3910
40 O .8825, .8825, .3757 O .8830, .8830, .3899 O .8821, .8821, .3890 O .8836, .8836, .3904
41 O .1174, .3757, .1174 O .1170, .3899, .1170 O .1179, .3890, .1179 O .1166, .3910, .1166
42 O .8825, .3757, .8825 O .8830, .3899, .8830 O .8821, .3890, .8821 O .8836, .3904, .8836
43 O .3757, .1174, .1174 O .3899, .1170, .1170 O .3890, .1179, .1179 O .3910, .1166, .1166
44 O .3757, .8825, .8825 O .3899, .8830, .8830 O .3890, .8821, .8821 O .3904, .8836, .8836
45 O .6302, .6302, .8783 O .6337, .6337, .8701 O .6327, .6327, .8717 O .6334, .6334, .8699
46 O .8783, .6302, .6302 O .8701, .6337, .6337 O .8717, .6327, .6327 O .8699, .6334, .6334
47 O .6302, .8783, .6302 O .6337, .8701, .6337 O .6327, .8717, .6327 O .6334, .8699, .6334
48 O .8783, .3698, .3698 O .8701, .3663, .3663 O .8717, .3673, .3673 O .8706, .3662, .3662
49 O .6302, .1217, .3698 O .6337, .1298, .3663 O .6327, .1283, .3673 O .6340, .1303, .3662
50 O .6302, .3698, .1217 O .6337, .3663, .1298 O .6327, .3673, .1283 O .6340, .3662, .1303
51 O .3698, .8783, .3698 O .3663, .8701, .3663 O .3673, .8717, .3673 O .3662, .8706, .3662
52 O .1217, .6302, .3698 O .1298, .6337, .3663 O .1283, .6327, .3673 O .1303, .6340, .3662
53 O .3698, .6302, .1217 O .3663, .6337, .1298 O .3673, .6327, .1283 O .3662, .6340, .1303
54 O .3698, .3698, .8783 O .3663, .3663, .8701 O .3673, .3673, .8717 O .3662, .3662, .8706
55 O .3698, .1217, .6302 O .3663, .1298, .6337 O .3673, .1283, .6327 O .3662, .1303, .6340
56 O .1217, .3698, .6302 O .1298, .3663, .6337 O .1283, .3673, .6327 O .1303, .3662, .6340
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Table 4.3: Fractional coordinates of the cubic spinel lattice for the GGA. The symmetry of this
spinel is P 4¯3m (No. 215) and it retains the four-fold symmetry in their site occupancy.
No Atom Fractional Atom Fractional Atom Fractional Atom Fractional
coordinate coordinate coordinate coordinate
1 B .6109, .6109, .6109 Al .6177, .6177, .6177 Ga .6183, .6183, .6183 In .6216, .6216, .6216
2 B .8811, .8811, .6481 Al .8754, .8754, .6322 Ga .8759, .8759, .6328 In .8758, .8758, .6300
3 B .6481, .8811, .8811 Al .6322, .8754, .8754 Ga .6328, .8759, .8759 In .6300, .8758, .8758
4 B .8811, .6481, .8811 Al .8754, .6322, .8754 Ga .8759, .6328, .8759 In .8758, .6300, .8758
5 B .6483, .1187, .1187 Al .6322, .1246, .1246 Ga .6328, .1241, .1241 In .6300, .1242, .1242
6 B .8813, .3519, .1189 Al .8754, .3678, .1246 Ga .8759, .3672, .1241 In .8758, .3700, .1242
7 B .6109, .3887, .3887 Al .6177, .3823, .3823 Ga .6183, .3817, .3817 In .6216, .3784, .3784
8 B .8813, .1189, .3519 Al .8754, .1246, .3678 Ga .8759, .1241, .3672 In .8758, .1242, .3700
9 B .1187, .6483, .1187 Al .1246, .6322, .1246 Ga .1241, .6328, .1241 In .1242, .6300, .1242
10 B .3519, .8813, .1189 Al .3678, .8754, .1246 Ga .3672, .8759, .1241 In .3700, .8758, .1242
11 B .1189, .8813, .3519 Al .1246, .8754, .3678 Ga .1241, .8759, .3672 In .1242, .8758, .3700
12 B .3887, .6109, .3887 Al .3823, .6177, .3823 Ga .3817, .6183, .3817 In .3784, .6216, .3784
13 B .1187, .1187, .6483 Al .1246, .1246, .6322 Ga .1241, .1241, .6328 In .1242, .1242, .6300
14 B .3887, .3887, .6109 Al .3823, .3823, .6177 Ga .3817, .3817, .6183 In .3784, .3784, .6216
15 B .1189, .3519, .8813 Al .1246, .3678, .8754 Ga .1241, .3672, .8759 In .1242, .3700, .8758
16 B .3519, .1189, .8813 Al .3678, .1246, .8754 Ga .3672, .1241, .8759 In .3700, .1242, .8758
17 B 1.000, 1.000, 1.000 Al 1.000, 1.000, 1.000 Ga 1.000, 1.000, 1.000 In 1.000, 1.000, 1.000
18 B .0001, .5000, .5000 Al .0000, .5000, .5000 Ga 1.000, .5000, .5000 In 1.000, .5000, .5000
19 B .5000, .0001, .5000 Al .5000, .0000, .5000 Ga .5000, 1.000, .5000 In .5000, 1.000, .5000
20 B .5000, .5000, .0001 Al .5000, .5000, .0000 Ga .5000, .5000, 1.000 In .5000, .5000, 1.000
21 B .7467, .7467, .2533 Al .7500, .7500, .2500 Ga .7454, .7454, .2546 In .7476, .7476, .2523
22 B .7467, .2533, .7467 Al .7500, .2500, .7500 Ga .7454, .2546, .7454 In .7476, .2523, .7476
23 B .2533, .7467, .7467 Al .2500, .7500, .7500 Ga .2546, .7454, .7454 In .2523, .7476, .7476
24 B .2532, .2532, .2532 Al .2500, .2500, .2500 Ga .2546, .2546, .2546 In .2523, .2523, .2523
25 N .8674, .8674, .8674 N .8655, .8655, .8655 N .8648, .8648, .8648 N .8644, .8644, .8644
26 N .8674, .1326, .1326 N .8655, .1345, .1345 N .8648, .1352, .1352 N .8644, .1356, .1356
27 N .1326, .8674, .1326 N .1345, .8655, .1345 N .1352, .8648, .1352 N .1356, .8644, .1356
28 N .1326, .1326, .8674 N .1345, .1345, .8655 N .1352, .1352, .8648 N .1356, .1356, .8644
29 N .3795, .6204, .6204 N .3783, .6217, .6217 N .3808, .6192, .6192 N .3816, .6184, .6184
30 N .3795, .3795, .3795 N .3783, .3783, .3783 N .3808, .3808, .3808 N .3816, .3816, .3816
31 N .6204, .6204, .3795 N .6217, .6217, .3783 N .6192, .6192, .3808 N .6184, .6184, .3816
32 N .6204, .3795, .6204 N .6217, .3783, .6217 N .6192, .3808, .6192 N .6184, .3816, .6184
33 O .6256, .1169, .8832 O .6117, .1174, .8826 O .6114, .1183, .8817 O .6101, .1170, .8830
34 O .8832, .1169, .6256 O .8826, .1174, .6117 O .8817, .1183, .6114 O .8830, .1170, .6101
35 O .1169, .6256, .8832 O .1174, .6117, .8826 O .1183, .6114, .8817 O .1170, .6101, .8830
36 O .1169, .8832, .6256 O .1174, .8826, .6117 O .1183, .8817, .6114 O .1170, .8830, .6101
37 O .6256, .8832, .1169 O .6117, .8826, .1174 O .6114, .8817, .1183 O .6101, .8830, .1170
38 O .8832, .6256, .1169 O .8826, .6117, .1174 O .8817, .6114, .1183 O .8830, .6101, .1170
39 O .1168, .1168, .3743 O .1174, .1174, .3883 O .1183, .1183, .3886 O .1170, .1170, .3899
40 O .8832, .8832, .3745 O .8826, .8826, .3883 O .8817, .8817, .3886 O .8830, .8830, .3899
41 O .1168, .3743, .1168 O .1174, .3883, .1174 O .1183, .3886, .1183 O .1170, .3899, .1170
42 O .8832, .3745, .8832 O .8826, .3883, .8826 O .8817, .3886, .8817 O .8830, .3899, .8830
43 O .3743, .1168, .1168 O .3883, .1174, .1174 O .3886, .1183, .1183 O .3899, .1170, .1170
44 O .3745, .8832, .8832 O .3883, .8826, .8826 O .3886, .8817, .8817 O .3899, .8830, .8830
45 O .6304, .6304, .8787 O .6326, .6326, .8732 O .6322, .6322, .8727 O .6337, .6337, .8701
46 O .8787, .6304, .6304 O .8732, .6326, .6326 O .8727, .6322, .6322 O .8701, .6337, .6337
47 O .6304, .8787, .6304 O .6326, .8732, .6326 O .6322, .8727, .6322 O .6337, .8701, .6337
48 O .8788, .3696, .3696 O .8732, .3674, .3674 O .8727, .3678, .3678 O .8701, .3663, .3663
49 O .6304, .1215, .3696 O .6326, .1268, .3674 O .6322, .1273, .3678 O .6337, .1298, .3663
50 O .6304, .3696, .1215 O .6326, .3674, .1268 O .6322, .3678, .1273 O .6337, .3663, .1298
51 O .3696, .8788, .3696 O .3674, .8732, .3674 O .3678, .8727, .3678 O .3663, .8701, .3663
52 O .1215, .6304, .3696 O .1268, .6326, .3674 O .1273, .6322, .3678 O .1298, .6337, .3663
53 O .3696, .6304, .1215 O .3674, .6326, .1268 O .3678, .6322, .1273 O .3663, .6337, .1298
54 O .3696, .3696, .8788 O .3674, .3674, .8732 O .3678, .3678, .8727 O .3663, .3663, .8701
55 O .3696, .1215, .6304 O .3674, .1268, .6326 O .3678, .1273, .6322 O .3663, .1298, .6337
56 O .1215, .3696, .6304 O .1268, .3674, .6326 O .1273, .3678, .6322 O .1298, .3663, .6337
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Table 4.4: Cell structures of B2O3, Al2O3, Ga2O3, and In2O3.
Lattice (A˚)
Phase Space group LDA (GGA) Expt (A˚)
B2O3-I P31 a = 4.295 (4.394) a = 4.336a
c = 8.075 (8.585) c = 8.340a
B2O3-II Ccm21 a = 4.582 (5.062) a = 4.613b
b = 7.780 (7.103) b = 7.803b
c = 4.102 (4.455) c = 4.129b
α-Al2O3 R3¯c a = 4.733 (4.805) a = 4.761c
c = 12.908 (13.123) c = 12.995c
θ-Al2O3 C2/m a = 11.695 (11.911) a = 11.80d
b = 2.895 (2.938) b = 2.910d
c = 5.593 (5.669) c = 5.621d
α-Ga2O3 R3¯c a = 4.978 (5.060) a = 4.980e
c = 13.351 (13.602) c = 13.431e
β-Ga2O3 C2/m a = 12.162 (12.445) a = 12.230f
b = 3.033 (3.083) b = 3.040f
c = 5.801 (5.876) c = 5.80f
In2O3-I Ia3 a = 10.027 (10.337) a = 10.118g
In2O3-II R3¯c a = 6.158 (6.687) a = 5.478h
c = 13.349 (13.068) c = 14.51hh
a[39], b[40], c[138], d[50], e[61], f [134], g[139], h[69]
The constituent parent phases of the oxynitride spinel structure have been analyzed.
The calculated optimized structures of group-III oxides (B2O3, Al2O3, Ga2O3, and In2O3)
and nitrides (BN, AlN, GaN and InN) are given in Table 4.4 and 4.5. Both LDA and GGA
results are in good agreement with the experimental results aside from the value of the c
axis of w-InN, and this experimental value possibly needs further examination.
4.3 Elastic Properties
The elastic properties materials can be divided into two classes, the bulk modulus and the
elastic constants or shear moduli. The bulk modulus is a function of energy and volume
while the shear moduli requires knowledge of the derivative of the energy as a function of
a lattice strain [141]. These properties are often used to measure the hardness of materials.
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Table 4.5: Cell structures of BN, AlN, GaN and InN. a, b from REF. [140] and [75].
Lattice (A˚)
Phase Space group LDA (GGA) Expt (A˚)
h-BN P63/mmc a = 2.481 (2.504) a = 2.50399a
c = 5.079 (5.045) c = 6.6612a
c-BN P43m a = 3.746 (3.626) a = 3.615a
w-AlN P63mc a = 3.091 (3.128) a = 3.111a
c = 4.945 (5.012) c = 4.978a
c-AlN F 4¯3m a = 4.346 (4.400) a = 4.380b
w-GaN P63mc a = 3.184 (3.211) a = 3.180a
c = 5.178 (5.231) c = 5.166a
c-GaN F 4¯3m a = 4.499 (4.538) a = 4.50b
w-InN P63mc a = 3.505 (3.585) a = 3.540b
c = 5.668 (5.787) c = 5.700b
c-InN F 4¯3m a = 4.941 (5.046) a = 4.980b
4.3.1 The Equation of State Bulk Modulus
The equation of state is a pressure-volume or energy-volume relation describing the behav-
ior of a solid under compression and expansion at zero absolute temperature. It is valuable
not only for the prediction of the fundamental thermodynamical parameters but also to
obtain insight into the nature of the solid state. Bulk modulus of a material measures its
resistance to volume reduction under compression. The upper limit of bulk modulus of
a material often reflects the intrinsic compressive hardness of the crystal structure. The
equilibrium bulk modulus at temperature, T = 0, and minimum volume V0 is defined as:
B0 = −V0
(
∂P
∂V
)
or
B0 = V0
(
∂2E
∂V 2
)
(4.1)
where P is the applied pressure and E is the internal energy. A calculation of bulk
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modulus should allow the unit cell and its contents to move freely at fixed temperature
and pressure. This should be performed over a range of pressures or total energies and the
bulk modulus extracted from the resulting equilibrium volumes. This is done for a set of
volumes obtained after full relaxation of the unit cell for an isotropic strain, and the energy-
volume curve are fitted to an isothermal equation of state. The assumption used for most
of the equations of state for solids is that near the equilibrium, the bulk modulus varies
linearly with pressure:
B = B0 +B
′
0P (4.2)
from which some are constructed to describe specific crystal structures or materials.
The equation of state we used in this study are:
EM(V ) =
V0B0
B′0(B
′
0 − 1)
[
B′0(1− ρ3) + ρ3B
′
0 − 1
]
+ E0 (4.3)
EB(V ) =
9
16
B0V0(ρ
2 − 1)2
[
B′0(ρ
2 − 1)− 4ρ2 + 6
]
+ E0 (4.4)
EV (V ) =
V0B0
(B′0 − 1)2
[
4+
(
6B′0 − 6B′0ρ−1 + 6ρ−1 − 10
)
e
3
2
(B′0−1)(1−ρ−1)
]
+ E0 (4.5)
where ρ = (V0/V )1/3 and the fitting parameters B0, B′0, V0 and E0 represents the bulk
modulus, pressure derivative of the bulk modulus, equilibrium volume and zero-pressure
energy respectively. Equations 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 are known as the Murnaghan [142], Birch
[143, 144] and the Universal equation of state [145, 146, 147] respectively. Of these 3
equations, the Birch equation of state is the most widely used and is known to be extremely
successful in matching finite-compression data [148, 149]. The Birch equation of state
along side with both the Murnaghan and Universal equations of state were used to fit the
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energy-volume points of isotropically scaled unit cells. The main assumption is that no
phase transition occurs during the compression of the material. The fitting parameters
obtained for all the spinel structure are listed in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6: LDA and GGA (in bracket) calculated bulk modulus, pressure derivative, equi-
librium volume and the zero-pressure energy of the spinel structures. The parameters were
obtained from fitting to the Murnaghan, Birch and Universal equation of states.
Parameters B3NO3 Al3NO3 Ga3NO3 In3NO3
B0(GPa)(M) 337.5 (291.9) 232.0 (207.5) 230.9 (176.6) 162.8 (144.8)
B0(GPa)(B) 339.7 (294.1) 233.2 (208.6) 232.3 (177.7) 163.2 (145.7)
B0(GPa)(V) 339.7 (294.1) 233.2 (208.6) 232.3 (177.7) 163.2 (145.7)
B′0 4.64 (4.96) 4.07 (4.10) 4.75 (4.55) 4.58 (5.04)
V0 (A˚
3
) 38.61 (40.51) 60.32 (63.16) 68.92 (72.21) 89.00 (98.26)
E0 (eV/atom) -8.399 (-7.382) -8.211 (-7.399) -6.854 (-5.987) -6.365 (-5.456)
aRef. [150]B0(GPa)Al3NO3 = 234 (203)
bRef. [136]B0(GPa)Ga3NO3 = (210)
From Table 4.6, the Murnaghan bulk modulus is generally low as compared to the Birch
and Universal equation of states which for shows the same values for the bulk modulus. The
bulk modulus of B3NO3 which is 339.7 GPa is higher than the rest of the spinels, and as
one move down the B to In, it graudually decrease. We should note that the GGA tends
to underestimate the bulk modulus of solids with respect to the LDA [151]. Comparing
Table 4.1 with Table 4.6, there is a clear relationship between the lattice constants and bulk
modulus of the spinels. A larger lattice constant leads to a smaller bulk modulus. This
trend can be understood by the chemical idea of the inter-atomic distance, which means
that the compressibility decreases as the inter-atomic distance decreases. The trend in the
bulk modulus for the spinel structures and binary nitrides is shown in Fig. 4.2
The result also shows that spinel structure could be potential hard materials in closed
comparison with diamond and the cubic boron nitride except for spinel In3NO3 which has
a very low bulk modulus of 163.2 (145.7). The calculated bulk pressure derivatives, B′0, of
each compound falls within the range 3-5 as it is the case of most solids. In Table 4.7 and
4.8, we estimates the LDA and GGA values of Zero-pressure energy, equilibrium volume,
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Table 4.7: LDA and GGA estimated values of Zero-pressure energy, equilibrium volume,
pressure derivative and the bulk moduli of the ambient phases of the various materials. The
GGA results are in brackets.. a, b, cfrom REF. [152], [153], and [70] respectively.
Material E0 (eV/atom) V0 (A˚
3
) B′0 B0 (GPa) B0(GPa)
Other Calc.
B2O3-I -8.439 (-7.456) 39.90 (41.25) 4.02 (12.4) 322 (299)
B2O3-II -8.925 (-7.720) 49.45 (53.77) 1.72 (3.97) 177 (182)
α− Al2O3 -8.312 (-7.480) 56.39 (59.13) 4.07 (4.07) 258 (230) 258a
θ − Al2O3 -8.262 (-7.471) 62.08 (65.19) 3.74 (3.81) 206 (185) 199a
α− Ga2O3 -6.904 (-6.004) 64.69 (68.01) 4.79 (4.53) 262 (198) 250b
β − Ga2O3 -6.866 (-6.035) 70.61 (74.07) 3.85 (4.01) 192 (155) 202b
In2O3-I -6.512 (-5.607) 85.13 (93.57) 4.15 (5.11) 172 (156) 172c
In2O3-II -6.3660 (-5.48) 90.47 (97.00) 3.02 (4.45) 123 (98) 183c
pressure derivatives and the bulk moduli of the ambient phases for group-III oxides (B2O3,
Al2O3, Ga2O3, and In2O3) and nitrides (BN, AlN, GaN and InN) materials. Both LDA and
GGA results are in good agreement with the experimental results (See REf. [152], [153],
[70], and [73]).
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Table 4.8: LDA and GGA estimated values of Zero-pressure energy, equilibrium volume,
pressure derivative and the bulk moduli of the ambient phases of the group-III nitride ma-
terials. The GGA results are in brackets.afrom REF. [73]
Material E0 (eV/atom) V0 (A˚
3
) B′0 B0 (GPa) B0(GPa)
Other Calc.
h-BN -9.547 (-8.588) 47.40 (48.48) 3.62 (3.52) 321 (310) 397a
c-BN -9.715 (-8.710) 38.79 (31.66) 3.66 (3.74) 400 (373) 400a
w-AlN -8.213 (-7.445) 69.13 (71.79) 4.37 (4.32) 205 (191) 202a
c-AlN -8.190 (-7.423) 69.30 (71.94) 3.95 (3.87) 210 (193) 203a
w-GaN -6.973 (-6.157) 76.98 (79.23) 5.90 (4.49) 210 (170) 207a
c-GaN -6.965 (-6.152) 77.02 (79.28) 4.56 (4.48) 212 (170) 201a
w-InN -6.176 (-5.446) 101.86 (108.46) 5.70 (6.57) 135 (121) 146a
c-InN -6.175 (-5.434) 101.26 (103.10) 7.06 (3.25) 163 (132) 139a
Figure 4.2: Trend in the LDA equation of state derived bulk modulus of spinels and cubic
binary nitrides.
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4.3.2 Estimation of the Elastic Constants
Using the ab-initio approach it is possible to obtain all the elastic constants by an apli-
cation of an appropriate deformation of the unit cell and, thereafter, some estimate of the
appropriate effective isotropic moduli. The elastic constants determine the response of
the crystal to an externally applied strain (stiffness) or, the stress required to maintain a
given deformation. It also provide information about the bonding characteristics between
adjacent atomic planes, anisotropic character of the bonding, and structural stability. For
small deformations we expect a quadratic dependence of the crystal energy, E, on the strain
(Hooke’s law). To obtain the total minimum energy for calculating the elastic constants to
second order, a crystal is strained and all internal degrees of freedom relaxed according to
the rule:
R′ = R(I + ε) (4.6)
where R’ and R are the matrices that contain the components of the strained and unstrained
lattice vectors, I is the 3 × 3 identity matrix, and ε is a symmetric 3 × 3 non-rotating strain
tensor with six independent components:
εij =

e1 e6/2 e2/2
e6/2 e2 e4/2
e5/2 e4/2 e3
 (4.7)
The changes in total energy due to the above strain [Eqn. 4.7] is:
∆E
V0
≡ E({ei})− E0
V0
=
(
1− V
V0
)
P (V0) +
1
2
( 6∑
i=1
6∑
j=1
Cijeiej
)
+O({e3i }) (4.8)
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where V0 is the volume of the unstrained lattice, E0 is the total minimum energy at this
unstrained volume of the crystal, P (V 0) is the pressure of the unstrained lattice, V is the
new volume of the lattice due to strain in Eqn. 4.7 and O({e3i }) indicates that the neglected
terms in the polynomial expansion are cubic and higher powers of the ei.
There are 21 independent elastic constants Cij from Eqn. 4.8. Symmetry reduces this
number to three for the cubic systems, 6 for tetragonal and 9 for for orthorhombic systems.
The 3 independent elastic constants for a cubic system such as the spinel structures are
C11, C12 and C44 with each representing three equal elastic constants (C11 = C22 = C33,
C12 = C23 = C31, C44 = C55 = C66). A full account of the symmetry of crystals and their
elastic constants is given by Nye [154].
Table 4.9: Parametrization of the three strains used in calculating the three elastic constants
of the cubic spinel structures. The energy expressions were obtained from Eqn. 4.8. Strains
1 is equivalent to simple hydrostatic pressure while strains 2 and 3 are strictly volume
conserving to all orders in the strain parameter δ.
Strain Parameters ∆E/V
1 e1 = e2 = e3 = δ 32(c11 + 2c12)δ
2
2 e1 = e2 = δ, e3 = {1/(1 + δ)2 − 1} 3(c11 − c12)δ2
3 e3 = δ2/(4− δ2), e6 = δ 12c44δ2
The set of strains {ei, i = 1, 2, ...., 6}, in Eqn. leads to a parabolic relationship between
∆E/V0 (∆E ≡ E − E0) and the strain. The parameterizations of these strains and their
corresponding form for ∆E of the cubic spinel structures are given in Table 6.1. These
energies and strains were fit with the corresponding parabolic equations of ∆E/V0 as given
in Table 6.1 to yield the required second order elastic constants. While computing these
energies all atoms are allowed to relax with the cell shape and volume fixed by the set of
strains {ei}.
The elastic constants for the cubic spinel structure are determined by applying the
strains listed in Table 6.1. From these we can deduce the harmonic values of the Bulk
modulus B and effective Voigt shear G using the well known expressions:
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B =
1
3
(c11 + 2c12) (4.9)
G =
1
5
(c11 − c12 + 3c44) (4.10)
Table 4.10: Calculated elastic constants and effective (Voigt) isotropic elastic modulii
for Spinel Oxynitrides. Experimental values for diamond are B=442-433, G=524-544,
E=1142-1164, ν=0.1. For spinel Si3N4 B=308 and G=258. All modulii are in GPa. A low
(high) value of B/G may be indicative of the material to be brittle (ductile). The smaller
value of ν may indicate the resistance of the material to shear.
c11 c12 c44 B G B/G E ν
LDA B3NO3 140 381 411 301 198 1.52 488 0.23
Al3NO3 344 179 184 234 143 1.64 357 0.25
Ga3NO3 316 202 131 240 101 2.38 266 0.32
In3NO3 212 136 76 161 61 2.64 162 0.33
GGA B3NO3 72 414 361 300 148 2.03 381 0.40
Al3NO3 310 160 175 210 135 1.56 333 0.24
Ga3NO3 249 146 124 180 95 1.89 242 0.28
In3NO3 202 138 65 159 52 3.06 140 0.35
The bulk and the shear modulus can be used to obtain an effective Young’s modulus E
and the Poisson ratio ν using the following expressions:
E =
9BG
3B +G
(4.11)
ν =
(3B − 2G)
2(3B +G)
(4.12)
The isotropic Poisson ratio is considered as being a measurement of the material to resist
shear. The smaller the value the more likely the material will resist shear. The necessary
conditions for a mechanical stability of a cubic crystal structures are given by [155]:
(c11 − c12) > 0, c11 > 0, c44 > 0, (c11 + 2c12) > 0 (4.13)
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The values of the elastic constants are shown in Table 6.5 together with the effective
isotropic values. As with the equation of state Bulk modulus, a steady increase in the
bulk and shear modulus is clearly apparent for In3NO3 to B3NO3. The cubic structure of
Al3NO3, Ga3NO3 and In3NO3 satisfies all the stability conditions of Eqn. 4.13. However, a
tetragonal elastic instability of B3NO3 is found when the value of (c11−c12) was calculated.
This rather surprising result was checked both for magnitude of calculational displacement
in the appropriate distortion of (c11 − c12) as well as usual convergence criterion. It would
thus appear that whilst being a highly compressible structure, B3NO3 is unstable against
tetrahedral displacement. It is unlikely that the stability is associated with strong covalent
bonding interactions between the B-N and the B-O structures that are evident in the tetrag-
onal direction of the spinel unit cell of B3NO3. Apart from the material hardness that is
known to be generally related to compressibility, as measured by the bulk modulus and to a
shear modulus, a further estimate of the physical behavior of material has been introduced
by Pugh [155] where he suggested that the ratio of B/G is related to the brittleness of the
material with lower values suggesting that the material is more brittle. According to Pugh,
when B/G < 1.75 the material has a ductile features and when B/G > 1.75 the material
shows brittle character.
4.4 Electronic Structure
4.4.1 Electronic Density of States (DOS) and Band Structure
The density of states, band structures and their k-space integrals are the common tools
for the electronic structure visualization and characterization of quantum systems. These
analysis provide very useful information about the distribution of the states in k-space and
energy. The physical understanding of different characteristic properties of a material can
be traced to understanding their electronic states. For example, band gap have been used as
an indicator for mechanical hardness and more importantly they can also stabilize a crys-
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tal in a particular structure. The identification of Kohn-Sham eigenvalues with electronic
states is often problematic, however, the unoccupied Kohn-Sham states are used to compare
band structures and, in most cases, band gaps with experiment. The LDA predicted band
structure plots are show in Fig. 4.3 to 4.6. The x-axis in the band structure plots represents
the special high symmetry points in the reciprocal space between which the bands have
been chosen to be plotted. The energy band structure for Ga3NO3 and In3NO3 has been
discussed earlier [134, 137] and also in our recent paper [156]. Both these materials have
direct energy gaps in the 56-atom unit cell and thus have potentially important optoelec-
tronic properties. B3NO3 and Al3NO3 oxynitrides, on the other hand, also have a direct
gap at the Γ of the cubic unit cell. Notably for all the spinel oxynitrides, the upper levels
of the valence bands are relatively flat- this is characteristic features of all spinel structures
[22]. However, there is a significant K dispersion in the conduction bands.
We have also called the density of states (DOS) for these oxynitride materials. The
DOS are related to the band structure:
d(E) =
∫
BZ
δ(E − E(K))dK (4.14)
The calculated densities of states of each of the spinels structure are displayed in Fig. 4.3
to 4.6 along side with their respective band structure plots. In the DOS-plots the x-axis
is energy and the y-axis is the number of the eigenvalues (states) at a particular energy
level, whereby the energy distribution are measured relative to their Fermi energy. The
Fermi energy level is indicated by a vertical dotted line. The energy scale is chosen so that
the Fermi energy level is located at 0 eV. There is an overall resemblance of the density
of states for the spinels with more populated electron density in their valence band (VB)
than as compared to their conduction band (CB). The conduction bands as we move from
B3NO3 to In3NO3 are shifted towards lower energies. In the vicinity of the Fermi level, the
DOS are substantially similar since they all reflect M-N-O bonding, where M represents
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B, Al, Ga and In. The DOS can be projected into its partial components or partial DOS
(PDOS) with respect to the different atoms to explain how the spinel atoms are bonded
together, however, we do not wish to go into great detail of the spinel bonding mechanism.
The calculated energy band gaps are summarized in Table 4.11 where comparison is
also made with the energy band gap of deduced for the binary zinc-blende nitride structures.
We recall that both LDA and GGA calculations generally underestimates the band gaps
of materials. This underestimation is apparently due to the approximate nature of DFT
functionals so actual band gaps of the spinel should be larger than the calculated values
given in Table 4.11. Comparing the spinels with their respective cubic binary nitrides as
it relates with their lattice constants and band gaps, a characteristic trend similar to both
material can be observed as shown in Fig. 4.7. The trend shows that a decreasing band
gaps corresponds with an increase in lattice constants for both material.
Table 4.11: Calculated band gaps of the spinels and their respective cubic binary nitrides.
Band gap (eV) Band gap (eV)
Spinel LDA GGA Nitride LDA GGA Expt. (eV)a
B3NO3 4.60 4.43 c-BN 4.47 4.40 6.1 - 6.4a
Al3NO3 4.02 3.70 c-AlN 3.10 3.09 4.5 - 6.2a
Ga3NO3 1.72 1.37 c-GaN 1.97 2.43 3.30a
In3NO3 0.40 0.40 c-InN 0 0 0.6 - 0.7b
aRef. [75], bRef. [157]
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Figure 4.3: Calculated LDA energy band structure and density of states of B3NO3. The
Fermi energy level is at zero energy.
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Figure 4.4: Calculated LDA energy band structure and density of states of Al3NO3. The
Fermi energy level is at zero energy.
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Figure 4.5: Calculated LDA energy band structure and density of states of Ga3NO3. The
Fermi energy level is at zero energy.
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Figure 4.6: Calculated LDA energy band structure and density of states of In3NO3. The
Fermi energy level is at zero energy.
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Figure 4.7: Trends relating the band gaps with the lattice constants computed from the
LDA results.
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4.4.2 Electronic Charge Density
Since the fundamental entity in density functional theory (DFT) is the charge density, DFT
also allow us to display the distribution of the electrons around the constituent atoms in
the solid or material. Charge density can be used to understand features of the electronic
properties in a material, for example differences in bonding between different structures of
the same compounds, changes in bonding between compounds and the charge transfer or
ionicity
The calculated charge density distribution in the 001 plane of the spinel structures are
displayed along the A-O-N bonds (where A represents B, Al, Ga, O) in Fig. 4.8 and 4.9.
The covalent bonding steadily increases from B to In, especially with N. We have seen
earlier that the incompressibility and shear constants increases from the In3NO3 to B3NO3
spinel. The reason for this is directly attributed to the reduction in covalent bonding from
B3NO3 to In3NO3. This is clearly seen in Figure 4.8 and 4.9. In the case of B3NO3 we
notice that B is preferentially bonded to N although at the same time there appears some
evidence of formation of a O-O bond. The A atoms (regions in light blue) are connected
by the O and N atoms (region in red and yellow respectively).
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(a) B3NO3 Spinel.
(b) Al3NO3 Spinel.
Figure 4.8: Calculated charge density distribution of B3NO3 and Al3NO3 in the (001) plane.
The charge density is calculated from the LDA results. High charge density is colored red.
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(a) Ga3NO3 Spinel.
(b) In3NO3 Spinel.
Figure 4.9: Calculated charge density distribution of Ga3NO3 and In3NO3 in the (001)
plane. The charge density is calculated from the LDA results. High charge density is
colored red.
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4.5 Relative Stability of Spinel
The relative stability of the spinels, A3NO3, have been estimated with respect to the simple
mixture of each of its constituent phases. A measure of the relative stability of the spinel
is defined by Eqn. 4.15 without any application of extreme conditions such as pressure or
temperature:
∆Estab = Etot[M3NO3]− Etot[MN]− Etot[M2O3] (4.15)
where M represents B, Al, Ga, and In. In the above equation Etot is the total energy
at the optimized geometry and corresponds to the free energy of the compound at zero
temperature and zero pressure. ∆Estab represents the estimation of the relative stability of
the spinels, M3NO3. A spinel with positive value of ∆Estab is likely to be metastable under
ambient conditions i.e. zero pressure and temperature whereas a negative value of ∆Estab
suggests that the spinel phase would be stable.
In Table 4.12 we give the calculated values for each of the family of oxide and nitride
structures considered here. At this stage it is to be noted that these values will have some
degree of calculated uncertainty - conservatively estimated to be about 0.05 eV/atom. How-
ever it is noted that there is a variation depending upon the component phases. The stable
state of the spinel could be observed in In3NO3 with a possible mixture of In2O3-I and any
of the polymorph of the indium nitride (InN). The trend in the relative stability is shown in
Figure 4.10 for the lowest energy components indicated in Table 4.12.
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Table 4.12: ∆Estab values for LDA and GGA (in brackets). *denotes the lowest value of
∆Estab for the phases indicated. The values in column 3 and 4 in each section of the table
shows the ∆Estab of the spinels calculated from the total energies of the spinel (column 1),
the oxide phases (column 2) and the nitride phases (row 1) respectively using Eqn. 4.15.
spinel oxide nitride
h-BN c-BN
B2O3-I 3.086 (2.851) 0.405* (0.434)*
B3NO3
B2O3-II 3.433 (3.039) 0.753 (0.622)
w-AlN c-AlN
α− Al2O3 0.053 (0.060) 0.067 (0.065)
Al3NO3
θ − Al2O3 0.017* (0.053)* 0.031 (0.059)
w-GaN c-GaN
α− Ga2O3 0.046 (0.062)* 0.068 (0.062)
Ga3NO3
β − Ga2O3 0.019* (0.083) 0.041 (0.083)
w-InN c-InN
In2O3-I -0.054 (0.022) -0.054* (0.018)*
In3NO3
In2O3-II 0.052 (0.106) 0.051 (0.103)
4.6 Conclusions
We have presented an extensive investigation of a novel spinel cubic phase of the form
M3NO3 (where M=B, Al, Ga or In) with a nominal symmetry of P 4¯3m (No. 215). To
dates only Ga3NO3 has been synthesized (See REF [136, 137]) and we now suggest that
at least three other forms of the material should receive attention for use as a possible
material. Our theoretical study showed that there is a definite trend in going from B3NO3
to In3NO3 especially in the bulk modulus, shear constants, band gaps and charge densities
as compared with their lattice constants. However, in addition, there is a variation in the
elastic constants of the spinels. While being fairly increasing in going from In3NO3 to
Al3NO3, there is an abrupt reduction in the B3NO3 spinel structure. The latter effect is
being attributed to a tetragonal elastic instability possibly due to the asymmetric nature of
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Figure 4.10: Relative stability of M3NO3 spinel as compared with lowest energy ambient
phases of M2O3 and MN structures as indicated in Table (4.12).
B-O and B-N strong bonding in the B3NO3 spinel unit cell. All the results imply that spinels
considered in this work are quite incompressible structures, and based on the calculated
values of the shear constants, Al3NO3 could be a new hard material with possible novel
applications.
The energy band gaps of the oxynitride spinels M3NO3 decreases systematically as M is
changed from B to In. As with GaN and InN, the possibility that such an oxynitride spinel
structures in the form of M3NO3 could have interesting applications as a new optoelectronic
material should be considered.
Chapter 5
Molecular Dynamics Simulations
In practice a systematic study of the relationship between composition and the properties of
a M-N-O oxynitride spinel material (where M=B, Al, Ga, In) could be very difficult because
of the very high temperatures and pressures involved in their synthesis. Computer simula-
tion techniques are a powerful means of investigating materials where extreme conditions
are concerned [158]. Computer simulation provides a direct route from the microscopic
details of a system to macroscopic properties of experimental interest in the hope of un-
derstanding the properties of system in terms of their structure and interactions between
them. Classical molecular-scale computer simulation sometimes referred to as computer
experiment involves a three step procedure: (a) model individual particle of the system, (b)
simulate the movements of a large number of the model particles, and (c) analyze the sim-
ulation data for required collective phenomenon [159]. These techniques involve a model
as specified in terms of molecular structure and intermolecular interactions. Result from
computer simulations are then compared with predictions and experimental data [160].
There are two main types of techniques used in the computer simulations, namely:
Molecular Dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo (MC) methods. MD and MC methods are
both based on a molecular description of the system of interest; the main ingredient in each
case is the law that description of the interactions between the constituent particles or atoms
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of the system.
The Monte Carlo method is a stochastic technique where sampling can be biased to-
wards regions of specific interest. It is defined by representing the solution of a problem
as a parameter of a hypothetical population, and using a random sequence of numbers to
construct a sample of the population, from which statistical estimates of the parameter can
be obtained [161]. MC simulations are not constrained by natural timescale and can often
handle fluctuating numbers of particles in configuration space. There is no true dynamical
information with this method and are therefore used to study static or equilibrium proper-
ties of model systems.
Molecular dynamics (MD) merges computer simulation with statistical mechanics to
compute equilibrium and transport properties of a classical many-body system. It is an
important and widely used theoretical tool for the analysis and modeling of the detailed
microscopic behavior of many different types of systems, including gases, liquids, solids
surfaces and clusters over time scales from picoseconds to microseconds [162]. The idea of
MD simulation was introduced by Alder and Wainwrite in 1957 [163] and they found the
phase transition mechanism of hard-sphere particles in 1959 [164]. In an MD simulation,
the classical (Newton’s) equations of motion governing the microscopic time evolution of
a many body system are solved numerically. This information can be used to monitor the
microscopic mechanisms of energy and mass transfer in chemical and physical processes,
and dynamical properties such as absorbtion spectra and rate constants. Equilibrium prop-
erties include the energy, temperature and pressure of a system. Transport properties that
can be studied include the diffusion coefficient, shear viscosity and thermal conductivity
of a system. MD therefore, is a deterministic techniques, i.e., given initial position and ve-
locities, the time evolution of the system is completely determined. The total energy, E of
the system is conserved as the system moves along the trajectory. The obvious advantage
of MD over MC is that it gives a dynamical history of an atomic system and can also be
performed on systems that contain thousands, hundreds of thousands or even millions of
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atoms, depending on the application.
Statistical mechanics is applied to MD simulation to interpret instantaneous measure-
ment in terms of equilibrium properties. In statistical mechanics, a macroscopic property
of a system is an average of that property over all possible states. This is referred as an
ensemble average. The ergodic hypothesis states that the time-averaged properties of a
real system are equal to its ensemble averages, so by taking the average of measurements
in a molecular dynamics simulation, we obtain the microscopic properties of the system
[160, 162].
Various statistical ensembles are used in molecular dynamics simulations and are usu-
ally characterized by fixed values of thermodynamic variables such as energy, E; temper-
ature, T ; pressure, P ; volume, V ; or particle number, N . One fundamental ensemble
is called the microcanonical ensemble and is characterized by constant particle number,
N ; constant volume, V ; and constant total energy, E, and is denoted the NV E ensemble.
Other examples (for the extended systems) include the canonical or NV T ensemble, the
isotropic isothermal-isobaric or NPT ensemble, and the anisotropic isothermal-isobaric
or Nσ
¯
T ensemble. The thermodynamic variables that characterize an ensemble can be
regarded as experimental control parameters that specify the conditions under which an
experiment is performed.
The key stages in MD simulation [165] is shown in the form of a flow chart in Fig.5.1.
The arrows in the figure track the operations that would be perform by a computer pro-
gram. We start by specifying the initial atomic or particle positions and velocities usually
in a simulation box (or cell) containing a regular array of particles arranged and located at
lattices sites and given a random velocities. The particles interact through a potential. The
implemented potential determines the extent to which the simulation results represents the
system of interest and are used to calculate the total forces acting on each particle. This is
obtained by summing the forces exerted on it by all the particles in the system. It is nor-
mally assumed that the forces between the particles are pair forces i.e. they act exclusively
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between pairs of the particles or atoms. The system is made to evolve with time, with the
motion of each atom described by Newton’s equations of motion. The co-ordinates and
Forces
Initialise
Motion
Properties
Summarise
.Calculate atomic forces
.Set up initial system
.Calculate atomic motion
.Calculate physical properties
.Repeat !
.Produce final summary
Figure 5.1: The key stages in MD simulation in the form of a flow chart [165].
velocities are periodically updated by integrating the Newton’s equations of motion using
an integration algorithm. In order to study the time evolution of the system, the updating
procedure needs to be repeated several thousand times as indicated by the backward flow
of the arrows in Fig. 5.1. The system is then allowed to settle into equilibrium, which is
indicated by a constant temperature. After equilibrium has been achieved, the co-ordinate
and the velocities of successive time steps are stored and analyzed.
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5.1 Intermolecular Potential Models
5.1.1 Introduction
Computer simulation of intermolecular interactions of a system are based on potential en-
ergy functions. Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the potential energy is a
function of the positions of the nuclei. The total potential energy of a system of N atoms
can be expanded into terms that depend on individual atoms, pairs, triplets and so on:
U(r1, r2, ...) =
∑
i
V1(ri) +
∑
i
∑
j>i
V2(ri, rj) +
∑
i
∑
j>i
∑
k>j>i
V3(ri, rj, rk) + ... (5.1)
The
∑
i
∑
j>i notation indicates a summation over all distinct pairs i and j without counting
any pair twice. The first term in eqn. 5.1, V1(ri), represents the effect of an external field
on the system. The remaining terms represent particle interactions. The V2 and V3 are
termed as two-body (pairwise) and three-body potential interactions, respectively. Higher
order terms are small in comparison with V2 and V3 and are therefore neglected [166].
Most work considers only the pairwise interactions, since their contribution is the most
significant.
Intermolecular potential function provides detail understanding of the origin of struc-
tural features of bulk solid materials and their defects which are often hard to obtain from
quantitative quantum mechanical calculations. In recent years, many (empirical) potential
models have been developed and applied to a number of different systems. This model
differ in degree of sophistication, functional form, fitting strategy and range of interaction,
and each can accurately model various specific configurations. Examples of these potential
includes: the Lennard-Jones potential [167], Buckingham potential [167], ZBL potential
[168], Stillinger-Weber Potential [169], Brenner potential [170], Finnis-Sinclair potentials
[171], and Tersoff potential [172] among others. Tersoff, Brenner, and Finnis-Sinclair
potentials are all classified as a bond-order potential. By bond-order potential they can,
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with the same parameters, describe several different bonding states of an atom, and thus
to some extent may be able to describe chemical reactions correctly. And also they share
the common idea that the strength of a chemical bond depends on the bonding environ-
ment, including the number of bonds and possibly also angles and bond length [173]. The
molecular dynamics calculation of the structural and thermodynamic properties of spinel
oxynitride materials will be performed by using the Tersoff potential.
5.1.2 Tersoff Potential
The relevance of MD simulations depends crucially on the choice of interatomic potentials
used to describe the energy surface between the particles in a simulation. Recently, there
has been intense interest developed in modeling the energetics of covalent systems with
classical interatomic potentials. Among the many empirical model potentials that have
been developed for several element and compound materials in recent years, the Tersoff
[172] potential has proved to be the most successful due to it’s flexibility and short range of
the interatomic interactions. It has been used in a wide range of applications to condensed
phases and it reproduces many of the properties of the system. This potential has been
applied to the static structural analysis of group VI elements [174, 175, 176], some III-V
compounds [177, 178], Si-B-N [179], SiO[180, 181], Cu-Ag alloys [182], CuBr [183], AlN
[184], GaN [185], BN [186] and others.
The Tersoff potential has been developed for calculating energies and structure-related
properties of multi-component covalently bonded systems. The central idea is that the
strength of each atomic bond depends on the local environment, i.e. an atom with many
neighbors forms a weaker bond than an atom with few neighbors. Effectively, this means
that the strength of the potential depends on the presence of the surrounding atoms. Having
11 atomic and 2 bi-atomic semi-empirical parameters in the potential the total energy is
modeled as a sum of pair-like interactions where a pair-like interaction (which plays the
role of a bond order) depends on the local environment giving a many-body potential [187].
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The Tersoff potential has a limited ability to describe the differences in chemical re-
activity but well describes the chemical differences of valence s and p electron properties.
Tersoff-type potential has good transferability and has been an effective tool for examining
new materials [184] such as those under study.
Often much success of the Tersoff potential has come about when it effectively treats a
binary system as being monatomic - for example in the case of BN, there has been some
success with a potential when each atom - whether it be B or N - is regarded as being a
“pseudo-atom” of BN [184]. In this way important properties like lattice constants, elastic
modulii can reproduced. The clear shortcoming is that any chemical effects are excluded.
Extension to ternary systems has not been as straight forward especially for metal
oxynitrides [188]. In this study we suggest that a way forward to treat such ternary sys-
tems could be through the Tersoff parametrization for treating binary systems as “pseudo-
atoms”. Then based on this potential, properties of ternary structures can be estimated.
Application is made to properties of some recently studied spinel oxynitrides [156].
5.1.3 Tersoff Potential for Ternary Systems from a Binary Potential
The Tersoff potential is based on a bond-order concept [see Ref.[174, 175, 176]]. The
energy E, as a function of the atomic coordinates, between two neighboring atoms i and j,
is taken to be [187]:
E =
∑
i
Ei =
1
2
=
∑
i6=j
Vij, Vij = fC(rij)[fR(rij) + bijfA(rij)]; (5.2)
where fR and fA are the repulsive and attractive pair potential respectively:
fR(rij) = Aijexp(−λijrij), fA(rij) = Bijexp(−µijrij); (5.3)
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and fC is a smooth cutoff function with parameters R and S so chosen that to include the
first-neighbor shell:
fC(rij) =

1 : rij < Rij
1
2
+ 1
2
cos[pi(rij −Rij)/(Sij −Rij] : Rij < rij < Sij
0 : rij > Sij
(5.4)
The parameter bij expresses a dependence that can accentuate or diminish the attractive
force relative to the repulsive force, according to the local environment, such that
bij = χij(1 + β
ηi
i ζ
ηi
ij )
−1/2ηi , ζηiij = Σk 6=i,jfC(rik)ωikg(θijk)
g(θijk) = 1 + c
2
i /d
2
i − c2i /[d2i + (hi − cosθijk)2] (5.5)
here i, j, and k label the atoms of the system, rij is the length of the ij bond, and θijk is the
bond angle between bonds ij and ik. The term ζij defines the effective coordination number
of an atom i i.e. the number of nearest neighbors, taking into account the relative distance
of the two neighbors, i and k, rij− rik, and the bond angle, θijk, between them with respect
to the central atom i. The function g(θ) has a minimum for hi = cosθijk, the parameter
di determines how sharp the dependence on angle is, and ci expresses the strength of the
angular effect. Further mixed parameters for multicomponent systems are defined as:
λij = (λi + λi)/2, µij = (µi + µi)/2
Aij = (AiAj)
1/2, Bij = (BiBj)
1/2,
Rij = (RiRj)
1/2, Sij = (SiSj)
1/2 (5.6)
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Singly subscripted parameters, such as λi and ηi, depend only on the type of atom. The
chemistry between different atom types is locked in the bi-atomic parameters χij and ωij:
χii = 1, χij = χji
ωii = 1, ωij = ωji (5.7)
which define only one independent parameter for each per pair of atom types. The χ para-
meter is used to strengthen or weaken the heteropolar bonds, relative to the value obtained
by simple interpolation. Charge transfer between M-O, M-N, and N-O are taken into ac-
count through the parameter χM−O, χM−N , χN−O in our model (where M=B, Al, Ga or
In). The ω parameter is used to permit greater flexibility when dealing with more drastically
different types of atoms. In this study ω have been set to be 1 for M-O and M-N systems
while N-O is set to 0.6381 [187]. The parameters λij , µij , Aij , Bij , Rij , Sij are assumed to
be expressed by single subscript parameters depending only on the atomic types. There are
thirteen adjustable parameters: A,B, λ, µ,R, S, β, n, c, d, h and the specified interaction
parameters χ and ω.
In the case of a binary system - such as BN, AlN, GaN or InN, effective one-atom
potentials have been deduced to give a satisfactory description of many properties of such
a system. Table 6.2 lists such Tersoff potentials for these binary systems as obtained from
previous work.
The challenge is to use the above potentials but to invert the parametric form described
above for the binary Tersoff potential into a form that would be useful for describing the
ternary system with implicit inclusion of an atomic character. For example with BN we
can take Ai = Aij/Aj etc. to get (say) parameters for atomic N in terms of parameters for
(say) atoms B.
This work uses the potential parameters proposed by K. Matsunaga et al [158] for B,
Kroll [189] for N, Munetoh et al [190] for O and Nakamura et al [177] for Al, Ga and In
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respectively which are summarized in Table 5.1.
5.2 Integration Algorithm
The objective of a molecular dynamics simulation is to generate molecular trajectories in
phase space by solving differential equation numerically. An object in a system moves
under the Newton’s equation of motion. The classical Newton’s equation of motion for an
object in the system is given by:
Fi = mr¨i = −∇riU (5.8)
where Fi is the force, m is the mass of the molecule and U is the potential function which
describes the intermolecular interactions. Given the potential, the forces in the system can
be calculated which in turn can be used to evolve the system in time.
To evolve the system in time, an integration algorithm has to be used after the forces
have been calculated from the interaction potential. Integration algorithms are based on
finite difference method. The finite difference methods are subject to truncation errors and
round-off errors. Truncation errors arise because the algorithm is based on a truncated
Taylor series expansion. Round-off errors arise from the actual implementation of the
algorithm, for example the precision of computer arithmetic [159].
There are various methods of finite difference approaches for numerical integration
of Newton’s equation of motion, of which there are two that excel in their simplicity of
implementation, numerical stability, low memory requirement and satisfactory accuracy,
namely: the Verlet algorithm and the leaf-frog methods [167]. The Verlet algorithm is the
simplest finite difference method that has been widely use in molecular dynamics. It is
derived from a combination of two Taylor expansions, combined as follows. First write the
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Taylor series for position from time t forward to t+∆t:
r(t+∆t) = r(t) +
dr(t)
dt
∆t+
1
2
d2r(t)
dt2
∆t2 +
1
3!
d3r(t)
dt3
∆t3 +O(∆t4) (5.9)
Then write the Taylor series from t backward to t−∆t:
r(t−∆t) = r(t)− dr(t)
dt
∆t+
1
2
d2r(t)
dt2
∆t2 − 1
3!
d3r(t)
dt3
∆t3 +O(∆t4) (5.10)
Adding these two expansions, the Verlet algorithms becomes:
r(t+∆t) = 2r(t)− r(t−∆t) + d
2r(t)
dt2
∆t2 +O(∆t4) (5.11)
or
r(t+∆t) = 2r(t)− r(t−∆t) + F (t)
m
∆t2 +O(∆t4) (5.12)
The truncation error is O(∆t4). In the Verlet algorithm, the velocity of the particles, υ(t)
can be derived from the difference of r(t+∆t) from r(t−∆t),
υ(t) =
r(t+∆t)− r(t−∆t)
2∆t
+O(∆t2) (5.13)
Verlet’s algorithm is a two-step method because it estimates r(t + ∆t) from the current
position r(t) and the previous position r(t−∆t) [159, 166].
The leap-frog method is a modification of the Verlet algorithm. This algorithm evalu-
ates the velocities at half-integer time steps and uses these velocities to compute the new
positions. The leap-frog method can be derived from the Verlet scheme, by defining the
velocities at half-integer time steps as follows:
υ(t− 1
2
∆t) =
r(t)− r(t−∆t)
∆t
(5.14)
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and
υ(t+
1
2
∆t) =
r(t+∆t)− r(t)
∆t
(5.15)
From eqn. (5.15), an expression for the new positions, based on the old positions and
velocities is given by
r(t+∆t) = r(t) + υ(t+
1
2
∆t)∆t (5.16)
The update of the velocities can be obtained from the Verlet algorithm (see eqn. (5.12)):
υ(t+
1
2
∆t) = υ(t− 1
2
∆t) +
F (t)
m
∆t (5.17)
The leap-from method ensures that both the positions and the velocity can be stored and
calculated. For each time step, the velocities for the current time t may be calculated by
the formula:
υ(t) =
υ(t− 1
2
∆t) + υ(t+ 1
2
∆t)
2
(5.18)
or
υ(t) = υ(t− 1
2
∆t) +
1
2
F (t)
m
∆t (5.19)
and the total energy H = K + U (where K: kinetic energy, U : potential energy) can
be calculated at the same time t as for potential energy. This is necessary because for an
isolated system the total energy should be conserved [166, 191].
The leap-frog method is useful when the velocity is required at the same instant for
reasons of kinetic energy calculation. In this study we have applied the leaf-frog method to
time integration algorithm.
5.3 Periodic Boundary Conditions
The use of periodic boundary conditions (PBC) in MD simulations is to overcome the prob-
lem of surface effects (i.e. interaction of atoms with the container walls) and to simulate
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more closely the properties of the system. The assumption is to consider a volume, V, con-
taining a number of N atoms. This volume V is called the primary cell; it is representative
of the bulk material to the extent that the bulk is assumed to be composed of the primary
cell surrounded by exact replicas of itself. These replicas are called image cells. The image
cells are each the same size and shape as the primary cell and each image cell contains N
atoms, which are image of the atoms in the primary cell. Thus the primary cell is imagined
to be periodically replicated in all directions to form a macroscopic sample of the substance
of interest [159]. Often, the minimum image convention is employed when the potential
range is not too long. And by minimum image convention, only interactions between an
atom in the primary cell and the closest periodic image of its neighbors is considered.
5.4 Computational Platforms
We have used GULP [192] and DL
¯
POLY
¯
3 [162, 187] as computational tools to investigate
the structural and thermodynamical properties.
5.4.1 DL
¯
POLY
DL
¯
POLY is a general purpose molecular dynamics simulation package (software) de-
signed to run on a wide range of computers; from single-processor workstations to multi-
processor computers, with accent on the efficient use of multi-processor power. DL
¯
POLY
is a FORTRAN package of subroutines and data files written by W. Smith, T. R. Forester,
and I. Todorov and designed for MD study of a wide range of systems such as liquids and
solutions, spectroscopy, ionic materials of high complexity, molecular crystals, polymers
(both biological and synthetic macromolecules), glasses, membranes, proteins, solid and
liquid interfaces, catalysis, liquid crystals, intercalation and clathrates, and novel systems.
DL
¯
POLY to date is made up of two known versions, namely: DL
¯
POLY
¯
2 and DL
¯
POLY
¯
3.
DL
¯
POLY
¯
2 is based on a replicated data (RD) parallelization strategy and permit simula-
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tion of systems up to 30, 000 atoms. DL
¯
POLY
¯
3 on the other hands, is a MD software
with inherent parallelization design based on domain decomposition (DD) and linked cells
algorithms. It exhibits excellent parallel performance and ability to handle simulations of
systems of order of tens of millions of atoms and beyond.
In this study, we have used DL
¯
POLY
¯
3 code to calculate the thermodynamical prop-
erties of the spinel oxynitride material. In the MD scheme, we have used the Tersoff po-
tential force field for the intermolecular interaction, leap-frog method for the integration
algorithms together with NPT Berendsen f1 f1 (f1 f1 = 0.1 1.0 represent the thermostat
and barostat relaxation times in picoseconds (ps) respectively) ensemble. Simulations are
performed within the cubic periodic boundary conditions, with 448 atoms. Coordinates
and velocities were updated after time steps of 0.0001 ps. After 100 000 iterations with an
equilibration time steps of 1000, different average properties are then calculated.
5.4.2 GULP
The General Utility Lattice Program (GULP) is a program for performing a variety of types
of simulation on materials using boundary conditions of 0-D (molecules and clusters), 1-
D (polymers), 2-D (surfaces, slabs and grain boundaries), or 3-D (periodic solids). The
GULP code focus mainly on analytical solutions, through the use of static lattice or lattice
dynamics lattice rather than on molecular dynamics [192]. Variety of force fields can be
implemented within the GULP code such as the Tersoff potential which we have used in
the study. Analytical derivatives are included up to at least second order for most force
fields, and to third order for many. A detailed description of the GULP program can be
found in the GULP home page https://www.ivec.org/gulp.
Structural optimization or the energy minimization in the GULP program uses the
Newton-Raphson method based on an approximate Hessian Matrix, H. Hessian Matrix,
H is calculated from the static second derivatives of the internal energy. This matrix is
updated subsequently for a number of cycles by using the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-
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Shanno, (BFGS) algorithm. The BFGS algorithm is generally recognized as the more
efficient optimizer [192, 193]. Physical properties based on the curvature of the energy sur-
face about the minimum can therefore be calculated from the optimized structure. These in-
clude crystal properties, such as the elastic constants, bulk modulus, shear modulus, Young
modulus and the Poisson ratios among others.
Using the Tersoff potential for ternary systems, we have calculated these properties by
simulating 448 atoms of the various 56-atomic spinel related structures within a 2× 2× 2
supercell. For supercell higher than a 2 × 2 × 2 cell, we found no significant system size
dependence for the simulated structural properties.
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Chapter 6
Structural and Thermodynamics
Properties of Spinel Oxynitrides
6.1 Structural Properties
To test the reliability of the Tersoff potential, we investigate the elastic properties of the
oxynitride materials and their lattice constants using some existing Tersoff potentials ob-
tained from the literature. The choice used was given in Table 5.1. Using the potentials in
Table 5.1 calculated bulk properties are obtained and are given in Table 6.1. To determine
the isothermal bulk modulus, Beos at zero pressure for these materials, we have analyzed
simulated data at different pressures from 0 GPa to 50 GPa and fitted the behaviour to a
third order Birch equation of state [143, 194].
The calculated elastic properties do not show good agreement with our recent results
from the ab-intio calculations based on the local density approximation (LDA) [156]. We
infer from this, that the Tersoff potentials from Table 5.1 may not be reliable especially for
a three component systems of the spinel oxynitrides of Al, Ga and In atoms. The potentials
for B atom seems to be in good agreement when the cutoff parameter χ is adjusted but this
may be fortuitous.
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Table 6.1: Calculated equilibrium properties, elastic constants and effective (Voigt)
isotropic elastic modulii for Spinel Oxynitrides compared with the results from ab-initio
calculations. The calculated properties are from parameter set (1) using the Gulp code and
Beos from DL
¯
POLY
¯
3. All modulii are in GPa.
Spinel c1,1 c1,2 c4,4 B G E ν a(A˚) Beos
Present B3NO3 864 198 198 420 184 791 0.18 7.117 258
Al3NO3 446 220 220 294 117 300 0.33 8.917 96.4
Ga3NO3 234 84 84 134 47 190 0.26 8.636 183
In3NO3 34 26 25 28 7 6 1.3 10.343 37.4
Calculationa B3NO3 190 418 415 342 203 508 0.25 6.842 339
Al3NO3 344 179 184 234 143 357 0.25 7.937 233
Ga3NO3 316 202 131 240 101 266 0.32 8.267 232
In3NO3 212 136 76 161 61 162 0.33 9.037 163
aReference [156]
At this point we point out there has been extensive work in establishing Tersoff poten-
tials for binary nitride systems but treating atoms in this systems as “pseudo-atoms”[158,
195, 184]. In other words in c-BN, for example as Tersoff potential has been obtained for
a “BN” pseudo-atom. Obviously the shortcoming of this is that any chemical interactions
are not considered. In order to obtain a new set of values for the Tersoff potential of these
materials, we therefore adjusted and obtained the potential parameters for Al, Ga and In
atoms respectively from the potentials of B, BN, AlN, GaN and InN counterparts, that have
been presented in Refs. [158, 195, 184] and also in Table 6.2. The expression employed is
essentially the reverse of the expressions given in the Tersoff equations for binary systems
[196].
In Table 6.3 we present the parameters obtained here together with adjusted parameter,
χ and ω. To test the reliability of the new potentials in Table 6.3, we have again obtained
equilibrium lattice constants, bulk modulus and their elastic and shear constants. First we
have used the new potentials to obtain results for the binary cubic nitrides for BN, AlN,
GaN and InN as a benchmark and these are given in Table 6.4. As we can see from Table
6.4 there is a good agreement with other calculations and the experiment but we stress that
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Table 6.2: Tersoff potential parameters for BN, AlN, GaN and InN.
Elements BNa AlNa GaNa InNb
A (eV) 4460.8 1730.0 2975.4 3297.0
B (eV) 3613.4 246.1 540.31 280.0
λ(A˚−1) 2.9984 3.20 3.3718 3.3
µ(A˚−1) 2.7842 1.853 2.22 1.853
β 1.1134 ×10−5 1.1 ×10−6 1.5724 ×10−7 1.1 ×10−6
n 0.36415 0.72 0.72751 0.72
c 1092.9287 100390 38049 100390
d 12.38 16.217 4.384 16.217
h -0.5413 -0.598 -0.57058 -0.598
R(A˚) 2.1 2.34 2.4 2.6405
S(A˚) 0.2 0.15 0.2 0.15
aReference [195]
bReference [184]
unlike many of the earlier works these potentials retain an atomic character.
Secondly, for the interaction M-N-O of the cubic oxynitride spinels, we have presented
summary of the results in Table 6.5. As a follow up for the benchmark results, again we
seen an agreement with the ab-initio calculations based on the local density approximation
(LDA). This gives us confidence in applicability of the potentials to the ternary system.
We have also calculated the radial distribution function g(r) for these system. The
RDF plots in Appendix B shows how the positional peak distances for all the pairs of the
oxynitride spinel system, are affected at finite temperatures.
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Table 6.4: The calculated and experimental elastic constants, equilibrium lattice constants
and bulk modulus for the cubic structures BN, AlN, GaN and InN. These properties are
calculated from parameter set (2) using the Gulp code.
c-BN c-AlN c-GaN c-InN
c1,1
Present 594 440 365 273
Other calculations 774a, 837b, 990c 348d, 302e, 304b 296h, 322i, 259e 184b, 189.6e, 187j
Experiment 820f 328g 264g 172g
c1,2
Present 302 107 110 83
Other calculations 179a, 182b, 441c 168d, 163e, 152b 138h, 156i, 155.1e 116b, 119.6e, 125j
Experiment 190f 139g 153g 119g
c4,4
Present 290 72 82 62
Other calculations 433a, 493b, 394c 135d, 192e, 199b 126h, 138i, 189.4e 177b, 147.8e, 86j
Experiment 480f 133g 68g 37g
B
Present 389 206 186 140
Other calculations 384k, 404l, 400b 212l, 203b, 208.3e 212l, 201b, 189.7e 163l, 139b, 142.9e
Experiment 400f 202g 185g 136g
A˚
Present 3.656 3.777 3.914 4.121
Other calculations 3.746l, 3.590b 4.346l, 4.320b 4.499l, 4.460b 4.980l, 4.920b
Experimental 3.615m 4.370m 4.500m 4.980m
aReference [197] dReference [198] gReference [199] jReference [200] mReference [140]
bReference [73] eReference [184] hReference [201] kReference [202]
cReference [203] fReference [204] iReference [205] lReference [156]
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Table 6.5: Calculated equilibrium properties, elastic constants and effective (Voigt)
isotropic elastic modulii for the modified Tersoff potentials of Spinel Oxynitrides com-
pared with the results from ab-initio calculations. These properties are calculated from
parameter set (2) using the Gulp code and Beos from DL
¯
POLY
¯
3. All modulii are in GPa.
Spinel c1,1 c1,2 c4,4 B G E ν a(A˚) Beos
Present B3NO3 616 183 183 327 155 532 0.23 7.125 323
Al3NO3 405 159 136 240 124 295 0.27 7.478 214
Ga3NO3 316 135 139 221 107 273 0.26 7.195 217
In3NO3 265 106 106 158 63 205 0.28 8.203 181
Calc. [156] B3NO3 190 418 415 342 203 508 0.25 6.842 339
Al3NO3 344 179 184 234 143 357 0.25 7.937 233
Ga3NO3 316 202 131 240 101 266 0.32 8.267 232
In3NO3 212 136 76 161 61 162 0.33 9.037 163
6.2 Thermodynamic Properties
We finally investigate the thermodynamic properties of the metal nitrides and ternary spinel
oxynitrides M3NO3. We consider the thermal expansion coefficient and the specific heat at
zero pressure. The thermal expansion and specific heat are of practical and theoretical im-
portance and together, both are essential tools for predicting the thermodynamic equation
of state. The thermal expansion coefficient, α measures how the lattice constant or vol-
ume responds to an isometric change in temperature. It is obtained from the temperature
derivative of the lattice constants for cubic materials or volumes for non cubic compounds,
α =
1
a
(
∂a
∂T
)∣∣∣∣
p
or α =
1
v0
(
∂v
∂T
)∣∣∣∣
p
(6.1)
where a is the lattice parameter and vo is the volume at zero pressure. At temperatures
below the Debye temperature, quantum effects are important in determining the thermo-
dynamic properties. Since molecular dynamics treats the motion of atoms somewhat clas-
sically it is unlikely that the method will be valid at lower temperatures where sensitive
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quantum effects are important. For this reason we follow a recent suggestion [197] only to
examine α above the Debye temperature. From the elastic constant c1,1 in Table 6.5, we
can calculate the Debye temperature using the following empirical relation [206] for cubic
structures:
θD = −11.3964 + 0.3475c1,1 − 1.6150× 10−5c21,1 (6.2)
This analysis allow us to use such empirical relation to predict Debye temperature of com-
pounds from structural properties. The calculated Debye temperatures are shown in Table
6.6. We notice that the Debye temperature increases with increasing material rigidity or
hardness as expected and the values deduced using the above empirical equation are not
too inconsistent with experiment. The Debye temperature of the ternary spinel oxynitride
compounds have also been deduced and cubic binary nitride counterpart and in some cases
with diamond. Note that Eqn. 6.2 formally applies only to cubic materials as is the case
with the present application.
In Figure 6.1, we display the variation of the lattice parameter versus temperature, for
the oxynitride spinel M3NO3. From the change in cell parameter with temperature - and
recalling that we are only considering temperature changes above the Debye temperature -
we proceed to calculate α from the change in cell constant with temperature by fitting this
to a second order polynomial for B3NO3, Al3NO3, Ga3NO3, and In3NO3 respectively:
a(T )(A˚) = 7.32− 7.32× 10−5T + 5.67× 10−8T 2 (6.3)
a(T )(A˚) = 8.05− 8.09× 10−6T + 1.87 +×10−7T 2 (6.4)
a(T )(A˚) = 7.35− 3.45× 10−4T + 5.43× 10−7T 2 (6.5)
a(T )(A˚) = 8.38 + 3.26× 10−4T + 2.89× 10−8T 2 (6.6)
The calculated values are given in Table 6.6. In the case of the binary nitride there is quite
a deviation - up to an order of magnitude in reported experimental values so we suggest
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that further work is needed here, There is good agreement between calculated values and
experiment for c-BN, c-GaN and diamond.
Finally the specific heat at constant volume (Cv) of the nitrides and spinel M3NO3 is
calculated using the Tersoff potential - again at temperatures above the Debye temperatures
for reasons mentioned earlier. The constant volume heat capacity measures how the internal
energy responds to an isometric change in temperature. It is obtained from the temperature
derivative of the total energy of the system:
Cv =
(
∂E
∂T
)∣∣∣∣
v
(6.7)
From the gradient of the energy-temperature curve, we estimated the specific heat of these
ternary oxynitride spinel materials and we display these values in Table 6.6 along side
results for cubic binary nitrides and diamond. The specific heat values are approaching the
classical Dulong-Petit result (3 kB), which is obtained at high temperature for all solids.
Notably in the case of the binary nitrides values we obtain are comparable to experimentally
measured values.
6.3 Conclusion
We have proposed a series of Tersoff potentials for various ternary spinel systems incorpo-
rating boron, some metals with oxygen and nitrogen, and tested the validity of the poten-
tials by calculating the structural, elastic and thermodynamical properties of binary nitrides
and M3NO3 (M = B, Al, Ga and In) spinels using molecular dynamics simulations. The
parameters are derived in such a way to retain an atomic character. Structural and elas-
tic properties are in agreement with available theoretical and experimental data. Different
thermodynamic properties such as Debye temperature, thermal expansion coefficient and
specific heat are also predicted and, in the main, show agreement with experiment for bi-
nary nitrides. We also made some suggestion as to the thermal behavior of potentially
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Figure 6.1: The lattice parameter as a function of temperature for B3NO3, Al3NO3,
Ga3NO3 and In3NO3.
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Table 6.6: Calculated values for the Debye temperature, thermal expansion coefficients and
specific heat of some cubic nitrides and the spinel oxynitride compounds.
Material θD (K) α (K−1)× 10−5 Cv (kB)
c-BN calc. 1483 1.668 2.41
expt. (1962.1)a, (1710)b (0.539)a, (0.6166)b (1.332)a, (3.02)b
(1730)c, (1700)d (1.15)c, (0.596)d (5.53)c, (3.02)d
c-AlN calc. 1205 5.511 3.20
expt. (911.6)e (0.622)e (3.03)e
c-GaN calc. 1042 5.129 3.28
expt. (823)f , (607)g (0.561)f , (4.49)g (3.11)f , (3.01)g
c-InN calc. 817 5.166 1.50
Diamond calc. 1858 0.5627 3.08
expt (2220)h, (2240)i (0.48)j , (0.08)k 3.10h
B3NO3 1516 1.345 2.72
Al3NO3 1131 5.011 2.39
Ga3NO3 925 8.791 1.93
In3NO3 796 8.910 1.52
a[207], b[197], c[208], d[209], e[210], f [201], g[211], h[212], i[213], j[214], k[215]
new spinel oxynitrides and it is suggested that such materials will have thermal properties
comparable to their binary nitride counterparts.
The results show the ability of the empirical potential in combination with the molecular
dynamics simulation, to predict and give some understanding into basic physical proper-
ties of the binary nitrides and make prediction of the thermal properties of ternary spinel
oxynitrides B3NO3, Al3NO3, Ga3NO3, and In3NO3.
Chapter 7
Defective Study of the Structures of
Spinel Oxynitride Materials
So far we have discussed a well ordered bulk spinel structure of an oxynitride material.
Now we discuss a disordered or defective nature of these materials and to show that these
systems could also have interesting physical properties.
Defects disrupt the periodicity of the crystal structures. They are defined by their chem-
ical nature and their geometrical configuration and example includes line defects (disloca-
tions), planar defects, surface defects (stacking faults) and point defects. Point defects are
the most prevalent on an atomic scale as compared to others. Point defects can be divided
into intrinsic (or native) defects, formed only from the host atom types, and extrinsic (or
impurities) defects consisting of foreign atoms.
These defect can be missing atoms in a periodic lattice site (vacancies), atoms at the
wrong lattice site (antisite/substitutional defects) or atoms in between the ordinary lattice
sites (interstitial or self-interstitial defects). Vacancies, self-interstitial and antisite defects
are classified under intrinsic defects whereas substitutional defects are extrinsic defects.
The different kinds of point defects can form complexes especially, when a vacancy en-
counters an impurity, the two may bind together if the impurity is too large for the lattice
94
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[216].
In a periodic crystal a defect can have a very large influence on the material properties.
Defects can have a large impact on, for example, the strength of the material, its optical
properties, the mechanical, or the electrical properties. Even defects with a concentration
as low as 1016 cm−3 often predominantly determine the bulk properties of solids [217].
Defects are also responsible for most of the phenomena associated with atomic transport
such as migration, diffusion, precipitation. Therefore, the basic science of defect formation,
structure and properties are the key frontiers in the chemistry, physics and material science
of most systems [161]. The most common type of intrinsic defect is the vacancy, i.e., a
vacant atomic site. And interestingly, the effects of vacancy are seen to be responsible for
the color of most of the transparent ionic crystals. This present work focuses only on the
defects caused by a vacant atomic site (i.e. vacancy).
Crystal defects are also assumed in spinel structures, because of the deviation from
the ideal composition. The relationship between the composition and lattice parameters of
spinel aluminium oxynitride or γ-alons have been studied by Willems and et al [218]. They
found out that the lattice parameter of γ-alons increases almost linearly as the aluminium
nitride content increases. In this work however, our focus is to investigate how on creating
a vacant atom in the spinel oxynitride structure can affect the electronic properties (such as
the density of states) and the elastic properties.
7.1 Types of Defective Models
There are basically two types of defective models for spinel-type oxynitride structures.
They are the Constant Anion Model and the Constant Cation Model proposed by McCauley
[219] which he applied to the spinel aluminium oxynitride or γ-alons systems.
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7.1.1 Constant Anion Model
In the constant anion model, the defects are assumed to be the cation vacancies, and as
such for this study the vacancies are found in the B, Al, Ga and In atoms of their respective
oxynitride structures. The constant anion model contains a constant number of 32 anions
(the number of the anion sites in one spinel unit cell). The model assumes the following
formula:
M(64+x)/3VM [(8−x)/3]O32−xNx (7.1)
where M represents B, Al, Ga, and In respectively, V is the cation lattice vacancy, O is
oxygen, and N is nitrogen. This model has been confirmed by the work done by Tabary et
al [220], where they performed a structure refinements on aluminium oxynitride with x-ray
diffraction (XRD) and neutron diffraction. Fang et al [150], also published a structural
model based on ab-initio calculations that supports the constant anion model.
7.1.2 Constant Cation Model
The constant cation model is quite the opposite of the constant anion model. In this model,
the octahedral and tetrahedral cation sites are always fully occupied. The predominant
defects are the oxygen or nitrogen interstitials, instead of a M or cation vacancies, normally
within the range of oxynitride material. The model assumes the following formula:
M24O(72−3x)/2Nx(O,N)i,[(72−x)/2−32] (7.2)
This model have been reported to be unlikely by the work done by Fang et al [150].
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7.2 Structure of Spinel M23N8O24 with M Vacancies
To model the defective spinel oxynitride of the various structure under study, we employed
the constant anion model. Guided by the work of Fang et al [150] on aluminium oxynitride
and Kroll et al [136] on gallium oxynitride, we started from our lowest energy model of
M3NO3 with a 56-atom unit cell that comprises a spinel structure. We created a cation
vacancy by removing one of the M atoms from their respective structures with a complete
anion sublattice. The cation vacancy are created either on the tetrahedral or the octahedral
sites. The N atoms are arranged as far as possible, to minimize the strong interactions be-
tween the N3− ions thereby achieving a low energy structure. The nitrogen positions of the
initial M3NO3 structure provide a good starting point for structures with either tetrahedral
or octahedral M cation vacancy. Apart from creating a vacant cation M atom at the tetra-
hedral or octahedral sites, this structure is quite similar with the spinel oxynitride M3NO3
(See Section 4.2).
Ab-initio calculations are performed for the these defective structures with one M va-
cancy at the tetrahedral or octahedral site. The symmetry of the system is reduced because
of the M vacancy. The calculated volumes of the cell and the lowest energy structure for
both tetrahedral and octahedral sites are listed in Table 7.1 and are compared with the LDA
and GGA result for the bulk M3NO3 oxynitride spinel and other available theoretical and
experimental results. Energy difference between the bulk oxynitride systems with their va-
cancy related systems means that the bulk spinel are more likely to be synthesized. Fig. 7.1
shows the vacancy sites for the octahedral and tetrahedral configurations. The site with-
out bond attached to the atoms indicates that an atom has been removed hence creating a
vacancy.
Table 7.1 shows the vacancy site where the most stable (or lowest energy) structure
of these materials are found. The lowest energy structure of B23N8O24, Ga23N8O24, and
In23N8O24 exhibits a tetrahedral vacancy whereas Al23N8O24 exhibits an octahedral va-
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cancy site (which is in agreement with Fang et al on Al23N5O27 [150]). However, Table
7.1 shows that the vacancy sites are equally probable since total energy differences are
so small. The calculated lattice geometry are very similar to being cubic. The calculated
volume, using the LDA and GGA (in parentheses) is slightly higher by a small margin in
comparison to their respective M24N8O24 systems, however, this effect could lower their
structural stability. We have also shown comparison for the defective aluminium and gal-
lium spinel oxynitride systems with available experimental and other calculated values.
Table 7.1: Theoretical LDA and GGA (in parentheses) results for M23N8O24. This results
are compared with the available theoretical and experimental values of M24N8O24.
Energy (eV/atom) Volume (A˚)3
Defective spinel Oh site Td site Oh site Td site
B23N8O24 -8.331 (-7.331) -8.368 (-7.352) 327.1 (363.0) 328.7 (351.2)
Al23N8O24 -8.115 (-7.312) -8.114 (-7.311) 500.5 (523.9) 500.2 (523.6)
Ga23N8O24 -6.775 (-5.923) -6.777 (-5.926) 570.2 (596.8) 569.5 (595.8)
In23N8O24 -5.806 (-5.393) -6.294 (-5.395) 738.3 (812.2) 733.8 (811.4)
Other Calculation
Al23N5O27 492.8a
503.6a[Expt.]
Ga23N5O27 541.1.8 (571.4)b
Energy (eV/atom) Volume (A˚)3
”Ideal” spinel
B24N8O24 -8.398 (-7.382) 320.3 (335.3)
Al24N8O24 -8.211 (-7.382) 500.0 (523.0)
Ga24N8O24 -6.854 (-5.986) 565.0 (598.0)
In24N8O24 -6.366 (-5.455) 738.0 (800.5)
Other Calculation
Al24N8O24 493.8 (525.6)a
507.2a[Expt.]
Ga24N8O24 -6.874c (-6.209)b 546.6 (577.2)b
aReference [150]
bReference [136]
cReference [137]
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Figure 7.1: The unit cell structure of the defective oxynitride spinel structure showing the
octahedral (top) and tetrahedral (bottom) configurations. The non bonded atom shows a
vacancy site.
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7.3 Elastic Constants of the Defective Oxynitride Spinel.
The three cubic elastic constants c11, c12, and c44 for the defective oxynitride system with
vacancies at their tetrahedral and octahedral sites have been examined. We have followed
same procedure used for the bulk oxynitride spinel systems (see Section 4.3), since with
the vacancies, the unit cells appeared to be slightly cubic. The calculated elastic constants
and shear properties are shown in Table 7.2. These values have been compared with their
respective bulk systems. And as with their bulk systems, there seems to be a definite
trend- the steady increase in bulk and shear moduli in going from the vacancies of boron to
indium systems, yet as expected, these leads to reduction elastic and shear values with the
introduction of vacancies at these sites. Again as we pointed out with total energies for the
vacancy sites, the values for the bulk and shear modulus of the oxynitride spinel are very
close and as such we suggest that their are no site preferences.
The calculated elastic and shear properties of boron at their various vacancy sites have
been omitted in Table 7.2. We noticed that, as with the bulk boron oxynitride spinel, a
tetragonal elastic instability yet exist for the boron vacancy sites when the value of (c11 −
c12) was calculated.
7.4 Band Structure and DOS of Defective Oxynitride Spinel
The calculated defect-related band structures and their density of states (DOS) of the var-
ious defects in oxynitride spinel systems are shown in Fig. A.1 to A.2. Analysis of band
structures and DOS of these defective phase oxynitride spinel shows a similarity with their
bulk oxynitride systems. The defect behavior of the systems exhibit an acceptor charac-
teristics with vacancy sites at the octahedral (Oh) and the tetrahedral (Td). The calculated
energy gaps are summarized in Table 7.3 where comparison is also made with the energy
band gap of the bulk systems. Here we see that the band gaps changes with vacancy sites
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Table 7.2: Calculated LDA elastic constants and effective (Voigt) isotropic elastic modulii
for defective oxynitride spinel. The values of the tetrahedral and octahedral vacancy sites
have been compared with the bulk oxynitride spinel systems.
c11 c12 c44 B G B/G E ν
Td-Vacancy
Al3NO3 362 150 130 221 120 1.84 305 0.27
Ga3NO3 293 180 107 218 87 2.51 230 0.32
In3NO3 190 124 63 146 51 2.86 137 0.34
Oh-Vacancy
Al3NO3 322 172 152 222 122 1.82 309 0.27
Ga3NO3 296 180 109 219 89 2.46 235 0.32
In3NO3 185 121 61 142 49 2.90 132 0.35
Bulk M3NO3
B3NO3 140 381 411 301 198 1.52 488 0.23
Al3NO3 344 179 184 234 143 1.64 357 0.25
Ga3NO3 316 202 131 240 101 2.38 266 0.32
In3NO3 212 136 76 161 61 2.64 162 0.33
although the octahedral and tetrahedral sites are equally probable due to similar energies.
Therefore, we suggest that site preferences of oxynitride spinel system could be well asso-
ciated with their energy band gaps.
Table 7.3: Calculated band gaps of the oxynitride spinels and their vacancy sites related
structures.
Band gap (eV) Band gap (eV)
Spinel LDA GGA Vacancy Td site Oh site
B3NO3 4.60 4.43 B 3.41 3.37
Al3NO3 4.02 3.70 Al 4.16 4.06
Ga3NO3 1.72 1.37 Ga 1.82 1.67
In3NO3 0.40 0.40 IN 0.46 0.20
7.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, we found that defective oxynitride spinel of boron, gallium and indium
favors vacancies on tetrahedral sites over the octahedral vacancies for their lowest energy
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structures. This is not the case for aluminium oxynitride spinel whose lowest energy state
favors vancancies on the octahedral sites. However, they could be equally probable due to
similar energies in their vacancy sites. The energy differences suggest that having vacancies
at either octahedral or tetrahedral sites, makes these systems less likely to be synthesized.
We also deduced that since the volume of the defective systems are slightly higher than
their respective bulk systems, the structural stability could be adversely affected and thus
be lowered. And finally, we suggest that site preferences of these systems could be related
with their energy band gaps.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
This thesis has been concerned with the computational study of spinel-type potentially
important oxynitride systems incorporating boron and other metals such as aluminium,
gallium and indium. Using the modern computational methods for material modeling, we
can simulate the properties of real materials from zero temperature to finite temperature
and make prediction of new phenomena and at times explain experimental observations. In
this present thesis we have applied ab-initio (first principles) calculations, based on density
functional theory (DFT) and molecular dynamics simulation on a series of Tersoff empirical
potentials on these oxynitride spinel materials which could be highly interesting materials
for modern and future industrial applications.
We have presented an extensive investigation on the structural, electronic, elastic prop-
erties and the relative stabilities of the bulk and the nature of the resulting vacancies or
defect-related properties of these systems. Calculations on M2O3 and MN (where M = B,
Al, Ga and In) shows good agreement with experimental results and this have served as
a benchmark for the investigation of the oxynitride spinel systems. The oxynitride struc-
ture in this thesis adopts a cubic symmetry, P 4¯3m, and described using the 56-atom unit
cell as is commonly used for the spinel structure. The properties are calculated with the
LDA and GGA functionals. The trends in bulk modulus as well as the relative stabilities to
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M2O3 and MN phases are in close similarity, indicating a linear relationship between the
mechanical and energetic properties of these systems. The predicted bulk modulus of these
systems ranges between 160 and 350 GPa, a shear modulus between 50 and 210 GPa, and
a young’s modulus ob 160 and 510 GPa and we suggest that these systems with aluminium
oxynitride in particular could well be potentially hard material with possible applications
as industrial abrasive device. The calculated band gaps of the spinel phase of Ga and In are
very similar to that of their respective binary nitrides and therefore could be a potentially
important new material for various types of electronic applications. More so, results shows
that the structural stability of oxynitride systems could be lowered by creating a vacant
cation atoms and the formation of the defective non-stoichiometry oxynitride systems may
be unfavorable.
At finite temperature, we have also predicted their thermodynamical properties such as
the Debye temperature, thermal expansion co-efficient, and specific heat by using adjusted
Tersoff potentials for this multi-component oxynitride systems. It is suggested that these
materials will have thermal properties comparable to their binary nitride counterparts.
The present work has shown that the theoretical tools employed in this thesis have the
potential not only to aid in understanding the physics of these systems but also to predict
basic physical properties. This theoretical understanding could be useful for a possible
synthesis of the oxynitride spinel systems of B3NO3, Al3NO3, Ga3NO3, and In3NO3.
8.1 Recommendation for Further Work
The oxynitride spinel systems, from this thesis shows that these systems are an important
class of materials and are therefore open for many future research avenues. Notably among
them is to find out the actual composition of the oxynitride systems. In this thesis we
have employed a stoichiometric spinel composition M3NO3 (1M2O3:1MN) which is typical
for spinel materials for example MgAl2O4 (1MgO:1Al2O3). Corbin, [221] in his work,
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reported however, that the composition of the oxynitride spinel use a constant anion lattice
of nitrogen and oxygen where the spinel cation vacancies decrease as the nitrogen content
increases and as a result could favor a stable state spinel phase with a disordered vacancy.
A further work should also be directed to the the boron oxynitride spinel, B3NO3. We
found out a tetragonal instability in the bulk and defective spinel phase when the value
of (c11 − c12) was calculated. A conclusive explanation for this behavior could not be
given at this stage although we have attributed it to the asymmetric nature of B-O and B-N
strong bonding in the B3NO3 spinel unit cell. We did check both the size of calculational
displacement in the appropriate distortion of (c11 − c12) and for the usual convergence
criterion and have found rather this surprising result and as such it is worth investigating.
Finally, a first principle calculation of the phase transition of the oxynitride spinel sys-
tems could be a field of research with great possibilities, to determine and understand their
intrinsic properties. Recently [222] it was deduced from plate impact experiments up to
180 GPa that Al oxynitride phase undergoes a phase transition at about 130 GPa, with the
Al shifting from fourfold to sixfold coordination, and we now suggest that other spinel
structures should be investigated in this respect.
Appendix A
Band Structures and Density of States of
Defective Oxynitride Spinel
The band structures and densities of states for the defective oxynitride spinel structure
are plotted in the following pages. These plots shows the octahedral (Oh) and tetrahedral
(Td) vacancy sites. In the DOS-plots the x-axis is energy and the y-axis is the number
of the eigenvalues (states) at a particular energy level, whereby the energy distribution
are measured relative to their Fermi energy. The Fermi energy level is indicated by a
vertical dotted line. The energy scale is chosen so that the Fermi energy level is located at
0 eV at which point the energy band gaps are calculated. The band structure and DOS are
calculated with the local density approximation (LDA).
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Figure A.1: Band structure and DOS of Oh and Td vacancy sites for B3NO3. The Fermi
energy level is at zero energy.
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Figure A.2: Band structure and DOS of Oh and Td vacancy sites for Al3NO3. The Fermi
energy level is at zero energy.
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Figure A.3: Band structure and DOS of Oh and Td vacancy sites for Ga3NO3. The Fermi
energy level is at zero energy.
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Figure A.4: Band structure and DOS of Oh and Td vacancy sites for In3NO3. The Fermi
energy level is at zero energy.
Appendix B
RDF Plots for the Ternary Oxynitride
Spinel Materials
This section shows radial distribution function (RDF) for all the pair atoms for the spinel
materials. At finite temperatures, the RDF plots shows the behavior of these materials, and
in particular, how the pairs of atoms in this structure are affected in terms of their peak
distances. The RDF is an example of a pair correlation function, which describes how on
average, the atoms in a system are radially packed around each other. We run the molecular
dynamics simulation at a number of temperatures ranging from 0 K to 2500 K. Figures B.1,
B.2, B.3 and B.4 display the pair distribution function for B3NO3, Al3NO3, Ga3NO3 and
In3NO3 respectively. At 0 K, we see a number of obvious sharp peaks indicating that
the atoms pack around each other. The occurrence of peaks at long range indicates a high
degree of ordering. At higher temperatures the number of peak decreases, usually the peaks
are broad, indicating thermal motion. Here we see that the peak distance is a function of
temperature.
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Figure B.1: Pair distribution function for B3NO3 at 0, 500, 1000 and 2500 K.
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Figure B.2: Pair distribution function for Al3NO3 at 0, 500, 1000 and 2500 K.
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Figure B.3: Pair distribution function for Ga3NO3 at 0, 500, 1000 and 2500 K.
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Figure B.4: Pair distribution function for In3NO3 at 0, 500, 1000 and 2500 K.
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